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He Mihimihi
Ki te taha o Te Oneroa a Tohe
Ko Whangatauatia te maunga
Ko Karirikura te moana
Ko Korou Kore te marae
Ko Te Rarawa te iwi
Ko Ngāti Moroki te hapū
Ki te taha o Whangaroa moana
Ko Mangaiti te marae
Ko Te Rarawa te iwi
Ko Ngāti Pakahi te hapū
Ko Victor Allen Grbic ahau
Tihei Mauriora

Piki mai ra taku manu, kake mai ra taku manu
Hōmai te waiora ki ahau e tūtehu ana te moe a te kuia i te pō
Pō, pō i raru ai a Wairaka
Papaki tū ana ngā tai ki Te Reinga
Ka pō, ka ao, ka awatea
Ko ngā mihi ki a Ranginui e tū nei, ki a Papatuānuku e takoto nei, ki ngā mauri me ngā hau
o ngā ao, pupū tonu, pupū tonu.
Ki tōku papa, me ōna tuakana kua huri ki tua o paerau, e kore koutou e riro i a wareware.
Moe mai ra e ngā taonga, haere ki ngā tupuna. Ko tātou nei ngā urupa o rātou ma, tēnā
koutou
Me huri ngā mihi ki te whare whakairo, o Ngākau Māhaki, e whakaruruhau ngā taonga, ngā
matauranga e horahia ana ki te ao whānui, nō reirea tēnā koe. Ka mihi hoki ki a tākuta
Lyonel Grant, Judy Robson-Deane, te ohu raranga me ā rāua kaitautoko katoa. Me ngā
mihi ki te ahi kā o Te Marae o Te Noho Kotahitanga i whakaae mai kia whakarite i tēnei
mahi.
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Abstract
This research investigated how mātauranga Māori, recorded histories and events associated with
Unitec’s Te Noho Kotahitanga marae can be shared within a digital space. To this end, I developed a
model digital repository Te Rua, which demonstrates the potential to meet the needs of Unitec’s
diverse and changing learning community, while upholding the cultural integrity of Māori partners.
Kaupapa Māori approaches frame the research and because of this Māori knowledge and interests in
the repository project are privileged. Kaupapa Māori has also supported a robust, iterative and
collaborative research practice that allowed me to establish effective engagement and participation
with potential repository partners. Together, we have explored the scope of our experiences,
approaches, concerns and aspirations for the project.
The construction of Te Rua focused on the preferred forms of audience engagement with mātauranga
Māori. My Māori research partners’ recommendations are supported by my research into current
digital media platforms and tools associated with indigenous content and cultural heritage projects.
As a supplement to the modeled repository Te Rua, this research project has produced a set of
guidelines for the design of a more permanent digital repository. The guidelines charge institutions
such as Unitec with the responsibility of upholding the taonga status of mātauranga Māori. The
guidelines also reflect the overarching design goal of an online repository that ensures audience access
and engagement is positively encouraged and aligns with the tikanga of the marae.
Key questions I explored within this project are: what are the implications for storing taonga and
mātauranga Māori within digital spaces; what are the cultural practices, values and concerns that
guide the research; and how might Māori processes of engagement with and on marae be transposed
to a digital space?
I conclude that taonga and mātauranga Māori can be successfully transposed to digital spaces when
Māori partners and content owners have an ongoing role in the design process to ensure audience
access and engagement with taonga aligns with tikanga Māori.
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Glossary of Māori Terms
Aotearoa

New Zealand

Hapū

Sub-tribe

He mihimihi

Acknowledgements

Heke

Rafter

Hui

Meeting/s

Iwi

Tribe

Kaiawhina

Assistant, support person, helper

Kaihautū

Leader, representative

Kaimahi

Worker, operator, employee

Kaitiaki

Guardian

Kaitiakitanga

A responsibility to respect the mana, wairua and tapu of the
knowledge and protect it from misuse, guardianship

Karakia

Prayer, affirmation

Karanga

Ritual call of welcome

Kaumātua

Elders

Kaupapa

First principles, philosophy, plan, programme, topic,
purpose, subject, theme

Kaupapa Māori

Māori principles, values and knowledge, Māori approach,
Māori topic

Kawa

Protocol

Koha

Gift

Kōrero

Talk, speech, narrative

Kūmara

Sweet potato

Kupu

Word(s)

Maihi

Carved bargeboards at front of whare

Mana

Unique force/power
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Mana tūturu

Māori spiritual guardianship

Mana whenua

Local iwi who have tribal links to a district

Manaakitanga

Hospitality, care of others

Manuhiri

Guest(s)

Māori

Indigenous people of Aotearoa–New Zealand

Marae

Complex of buildings surrounding traditional wharenui

Marae atea

Sacred ground in front of wharenui

Mātauranga

Knowledge, education

Mātauranga māori

Body of Māori knowledge, Māori traditional knowledge,
including that associated with art and craft techniques

Mauri

Life principle, special character

Noa

Ordinary, unrestricted

Noho marae

To stay over at a marae

Noho pū / noho wātea

Restricted access / Public access

Pae Arahi

Kaumatua role at Unitec

Pākehā

The Māori language term for white settlers to New Zealand

Pou

Carved post, pillar

Poutama

Traditional staircase pattern used in Māori design

Pōwhiri

Ceremony of welcome/encounter

Rangahau

Research

Rangatahi

Youth

Raranga / mahi raranga

Traditional Māori weaving / woven work

Tangata tiriti

People in New Zealand by right of the Treaty of Waitangi

Tangata whenua

Literally ‘people of the land’. Local tribal group and/or
Māori as Indigenous to Aotearoa–New Zealand

Taonga (Taonga tuku iho)

Treasure

Tapu

Sacred, restricted, set-aside
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Taurahere

Leadership role at TNK marae

Te reo / Te Reo Māori

Māori language, voice

Te reo me ōna tikanga

The Māori language and its customs

Tika

Right, ethical

Tikanga

Cultural practice, rule, plan, method, custom

Tohu

Symbol, sign

Tohunga

Expert, artist (specialist, priest)

Tōtara

Tree, native to Aotearoa

Tukutuku

Lattice artwork

Tupuna

Ancestor

Tutū

Meddle

Wairua

Spirit, soul (mood, attitude)

Wānanga

Learning seminar/s or gathering/s, ancestral knowledge,
wisdom, lore, instructor, wise person

Whakapapa

Genealogies, lineage, descent, to place in layers, history

Whakatauāki

Proverb, saying (motto, slogan)

Whakawhanaungatanga

The act of establishing relationships

Whānau

Extended family, kin group, a collective

Whanaungatanga

Kinship, relatedness, an inclination of care and responsibility
to others

Whare karakia

Church

Whare

House building

Wharenui / whare hui / whare
whakairo

Meeting House / Carved meeting house

Whenua

Land

xi
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1. Introduction
Virtualising the stories of Ngākau Māhaki.
Mā te whare e arahi Let the whare be the guide
The idea that a physical structure can guide my research, as suggested in my project title, is
to centre Māori ontology. It is to assert that an object - the meeting house – is not an
inanimate thing, but a living entity with agency, the capacity to guide cultural practice and
to teach visitors as a repository of mātauranga Māori. Unitec’s meeting house, Ngākau
Māhaki, is more than the sum of its parts – bringing together forces of the Māori world that
guide its people by demanding that appropriate mechanisms of engagement and learning are
established.
Engagement with the house occurs through tikanga, through rituals of encounter and
through the exploration of its magnificent architecture and the taonga contained within. The
messages given by the house are interpreted and communicated by its people and shared with
those who visit as an assertion of Māori cultural values and practice. The people uphold the
mana of the whare and the house symbiotically feeds and supports them. Engagement also
occurs through a teaching and learning relationship between the house and the people,
facilitated through a number of pedagogies, including those offered by the virtual realm.
In this sense, I felt it important to acknowledge Ngākau Māhaki as the source of my research
and reference the never-ending capability of this spectacular whare to shelter, inform, inspire
and speak to the people it was built for.
This research began as a video archive project based on the many artworks and taonga
contained in Ngākau Māhaki. The archive I envisaged was to have a long term goal aimed at
sustaining the mātauranga Māori that underpins and informs the work of tohunga whakairo,
Lyonel Grant and Judy Robson-Deane, the tohunga raranga. The archive would provide an
audiovisual presentation of many of the histories, anecdotes, meanings, narratives and other
reflections that Judy and Lyonel could share as they presented each significant work within
the house to camera. As these artists know the meanings and stories of the whare best, it was
seen as critical that they play a central role in relating these to a wider audience.
The central provocation for this project has been the tension between the artists’ ‘ownership’
of the ideas and stories (along with that of the wider Māori knowledge they reference), and
Unitec’s impetus to share such knowledge with students and beyond. Would such videos go
online? To what audience? Who would decide this? What cultural considerations come into
play? Would the taonga be compromised? How could this be achieved in a culturally
appropriate manner? Is this already being done?
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I decided that answers to such questions could be found if the right people were asked and I
worked with them to develop and trial a model of the archive. In evoking a Kaupapa Māori
approach to this project, the ‘right people’ are first and foremost Māori partners – those
producers, keepers and presenters of mātauranga Māori connected to Ngākau Māhaki and
the Te Noho Kotahitanga Marae (TNK marae) it is housed within. It is their views that are
privileged here.
Working for and with collectives/whānau who share aspirations is fundamental to both
Kaupapa Māori and to my own working methodology. Robust, iterative and two-way
communication has therefore been central to this project’s development throughout. Focus
groups, interviews and iterative discussions or wānanga have allowed me to both establish
effective engagement and participation with potential stakeholders, and explore the scope of
their experiences, approaches, concerns and aspirations with respect to online sharing of
taonga and the proposed repository.
The desire to develop and trial a model archive connects with the transformative
underpinnings of Kaupapa Māori.1 Central to my own approach to creating change is to
realise concrete outputs, to produce tangible outcomes that meet the needs and aspirations of
the collective. This project goes some way to achieving such an outcome and hopefully
would sit within a larger ‘Virtual Marae’ envisaged for online engagement with mātauranga
Māori at Unitec.
Soon after the project began, a variety of circumstances made it clear that making a set of
videos with Lyonel and Judy would not be achievable. This demanded a change of focus to a
broader set of content for the archive. Through my years as a Māori staff member at Unitec
working in the Screen Arts department I had made many films in and around the marae as it
was built, opened and then utilised. These films would be similarly shared online and so
raised the same questions. The content still carried intangible qualities that needed culturally
appropriate consideration. The subjects of the content and the people most interested in that
content would still benefit from being asked what they thought about the online sharing of
their material and knowledge from a Māori perspective. I concluded that my content, along
with some made by others, was sufficient to develop a ‘working model’ of what the archive
could look like.
Returning to my project title, it is clear that Ngākau Māhaki is the absolute source of my
research as an ever-present location or subject matter for the archive content. The whare also
1 Linda Smith, “Decolonizing methodologies: Research and indigenous peoples”, 2nd ed., (New York: Zed Books, 2012)
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teaches me about my culture and how to share myself, my culture with others. An
overarching question for the project could thus be: How might the values and principles
provided by our relationship with the whare transfer to a virtual space? In order to maintain
a pragmatic, project-based and manageable research path however, I decided to follow the
research question and path outlined below.
Research Question:
Which digital media platform2 will best facilitate engagement with the taonga contained in
Unitec’s wharenui, Ngākau Māhaki?
Research Aim:
This research aims to investigate digital tools for sharing a video archive of the artists’
recollections of the works contained in Ngākau Māhaki. The digital media platform modeled
in the research seeks to support Unitec’s diverse and changing learning community, while
upholding the cultural integrity of Māori stakeholders.
Research Objectives:
1. To identify the aspirations of stakeholders - individuals and communities with
specific rights and responsibilities – with respect to the sharing of mātauranga
contained within the proposed archive.
2. To identify the kind of experience/engagement the audience should have.
3. To create an overview of current digital tools in similar external environments
(museums, galleries, indigenous websites).
4. To construct a working model of the preferred digital media platform.
5. To produce a set of guidelines to assist in the ongoing development of the proposed
digital media platform.
6. To evaluate the model and guidelines with reference to identified stakeholders.
A Change of Focus
As noted above, a change of focus became necessary. The most significant amendments to
the research proposal reflect a shift in impetus on two parts:
1) Without a significant set of videos covering ‘the artists’ recollections’, the scope of
what taonga would be shared - as suggested in the research question - has widened to
any audiovisual content related to the marae that might be shared online.

2 The digital media platform envisaged here is a framework that utilises emerging digital tools to deliver rich media content. The platform should aim to be interactive,
allowing user-enabled navigation of digital content in real-time and/or delayed, via narrowcast and/or broadcast systems.

3
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2) An imperative on my part: to provide guidance about how Unitec - and possibly
other institutions - can best share mātauranga Māori online and meet the needs of
Māori stakeholders.
I established that the research should concentrate on developing a framework that can best
serve the second impetus above, as it became evident that many institutions are struggling
with the issues of effective, responsible online sharing of mātauranga Māori and taonga.
This change of focus impacted on the first research aim, which now reads:
This research aims to investigate digital tools for sharing mātauranga Māori and the taonga
associated with Te Noho Kotahitanga Marae.
Other amendments are due to my finding more appropriate descriptors for some key
elements in the project. I have concluded a ‘repository’ is more appropriate than ‘archive’; a
storehouse of knowledge that still has the archive attributes. A second substitution made
throughout this exegesis is that of ‘stakeholder’ with ‘repository partner’ to reflect the
participatory practice I aspire to. No other significant changes have been made to my
methods or approaches.
In conclusion, through this research project I have developed a set of guidelines for
developing and maintaining a digital platform and a working model of an online repository
that are based in tikanga and kaupapa Māori, and the views and desires of Māori partners.
The design of the online repository is aimed at ensuring that audience access and
engagement is encouraged and that it aligns with the tikanga of the marae. The design of the
guidelines reflects these aims. The guidelines also charge institutions such as Unitec with the
responsibility of upholding the taonga status of mātauranga Māori.

4
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2. Theory and Literature
This chapter begins by describing my approach to research and appropriate modes of
engagement. This centres on inclusivity and collaboration in working with others to achieve
a common goal. The chapter then outlines how Kaupapa Māori theory underpins and
informs my approach to this research project. Connections are made between the marae as a
site of cultural assertion and the need for the project to support this assertion.
The issues for Māori around Intellectual Property (IP) are examined by comparing
mainstream, legal understandings with Māori/indigenous approaches to ownership. The
WAI262 Waitangi Tribunal claim over Māori rights to all taonga is included here, along
with the reaction from cultural heritage and learning institutions, including Unitec. Further
issues that are presented arise from the tangible and intangible qualities of taonga, physical or
virtual – particularly around online access. The increasing awareness of Aotearoa’s cultural
heritage institutions in this matter is related, along with their acknowledgement of a need to
engage with the traditional kaitiaki through meaningful and ongoing relationships.
Researcher’s Guiding Principles
He whare tū ki te paenga, he kai nā te ahi
He whare tū ki te pā tūwatawata, koina te tohu rangatira.
A house that stands in the wilderness is food for the fire
A house that stands in the fortified village is a strong and noble house.
This whakatauāki, attributed to Taha Rakau (from Ngai Tāmanuhiri, Tūranganui a Kiwa
iwi), is often interpreted to describe how a chief has no mana without the surrounding
people. It could be said that an idea is nothing without kaupapa and tikanga to express it; a
researcher is vulnerable without a research community; or a whare is meaningless without its
people.
In this project, sharing mātauranga Māori online is the kaupapa. However, in order for the
project to be successful it needs the input of many other people. Its expression will be weak
without tikanga sourced in a shared view that this mātauranga, this knowledge, has mana:
“Originating with God or the gods, knowledge had mana and conferred mana on its holders.
It was to be aspired to, actively sought and attained only with effort.”3

3 Joan Metge, Tauira – Māori Methods of Learning and Teaching (Auckland: Auckland Univeristy Press, 2015), 262

5
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Working within a collective to produce a work has been a characteristic of much of my
working life. Whether those works were recordings, films or a land project, collaborative
aspects have been to the fore. My modus operandi has always therefore been one of joiningin with a shared aspiration, then applying my skills to help develop that into a practical
output.
This research and project uses the same approach, but as noted, the methodology is tuned to
a Māori world view. Online sharing of mātauranga Māori associated with TNK marae must
be guided by, in particular, the aspirations and needs of those whose mana is manifested in
that knowledge. Then, in order to maintain that mana, the sharing must utilise tikanga, such
as protocols of engagement, that are appropriate to the kaitiaki, the guardians of the whare.
The guiding principle for this research is thus encapsulated in this interpretation of the
earlier whakatauāki:
He whare tū ki te Pā tūwatawata, koina te tohu rangatira.
A virtual marae is strengthened by the application of tikanga.
Kaupapa Māori Theory and Practice
Kaupapa Māori is theory, methodology and praxis that privileges indigenous-Māori concepts
and cultural practices. Kaupapa Māori “takes for granted the validity and legitimacy of Māori
language, knowledge and culture”4 and in so doing represents a decolonising response to
western research practices that have abnormalised Māori. Pihama5 points out that Kaupapa
Māori theory serves a Māori need (in the context of colonialism) to describe, explain,
understand and theorise the world in our current context, through our own (Māori)
frameworks.
Kaupapa Māori research approaches draw from these ideas to centre Māori research interests,
practices and processes6. These Kaupapa Māori underpinnings are evidenced throughout my
project in the prioritisation of engagement with, and legitimization of Māori worldviews and
cultural practices. Kaupapa Māori theorists and researchers agree that Kaupapa Māori
research should strive to be critically transformative and to support the research needs and
aspirations of Māori communities.7 As such, Kaupapa Māori methodology and methods
4 Graham Smith, “The development of kaupapa Māori: Theory and praxis.” Unpublished PhD thesis, (Auckland: University of Auckland, 1997), 97
5 Leonie Pihama, “ Tīhei mauri ora: Honouring our voices: Mana wahine as a kaupapa Māori: Theoretical framework”, Unpublished PhD thesis, (Auckland: University of
Auckland, 2001)
6 Linda Smith, Decolonizing methodologies: Research and indigenous peoples, 2nd ed., (New York: Zed Books, 2012)
7 Linda Smith, 2012, Graham Smith 2012; Pihama, 2010, Te Kawehau Hoskins and Alison Jones, (Eds.) “He aha te kaupapa? Critical conversations in Kaupapa
Māori”, in Kaupapa Māori, Spec. issue of New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies, 47(2). (2012)
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align with my own working practice: to both create something useful and transformative,
and to achieve that with a collective who share a common kaupapa. In the case of this
project, the specifically Māori-centred content and approaches for the repository were
generated by a whānau of contributors whose values and beliefs should be upheld by the
research.8
Unitec, through the Te Noho Kotahitanga partnership agreement (TNK agreement), also
appears to support Kaupapa Māori considerations around mātauranga Māori and its uses. In
this agreement between Unitec and Māori staff, students and community, Unitec
acknowledges a partnership in the delivery of mātauranga Māori within Unitec’s
programmes. The key statement within the TNK agreement is of Māori having authority and
responsibility over ‘things Māori’. Unitec accepts the principle that Māori have authority
over and responsibility for all teaching and learning relating to the Māori dimensions of
knowledge. 9
Bishop10 identifies three Kaupapa Māori research elements under the concept of
whakawhanaungatanga that are relevant to the points made in this section:
- establishing whānau relationships
- participant-driven approaches to power and control
- researcher involvement as lived experience
Holding these three elements together, I developed a framework to maximize engagement
with those I wish the research output to most benefit; Māori. Figure 1 below is a visual
representation of the key creators and users of the whare, Ngākau Māhaki, at TNK marae.
The larger circle (the dotted line in fig. 1 below) depicts who I determined to be the
‘significant partners’ to engage with for the design considerations undertaken in this project.
Their aspirations (for use and any associated rights) and concerns inform the key priorities in
developing a set of guidelines that Unitec can use in the future. The prioritization of some
partners over others confirms a conscious choice on my part to represent the Māori side of
the TNK agreement.

8 Tracey Gardner, “Kaupapa Māori [visual communication] design Investigating ‘visual communication design by Māori, for Māori’, through practice, process and theory”
9 Feb. 2016, http://otago-test.ourarchive.ac.nz/handle/10523/4902: p. xv
9 Unitec Institute of Technology, “Our Partnership”, 11 Feb 2016, http://www.unitec.ac.nz/Māori/who-we-are/our-partnership
10 Russell Bishop, “Collaborative research stories: Whakawhanaungatanga” (Palmerston North, Dunmore Press, 1996) quoted in Leonie Pihama and Mera Penehira
“Building Baseline Data On Maori, Whanau Development And Maori Realising Their Potential” 1 Nov. 2014:
http://kaupapaMāori.com/assets//te_puna_kokiri/facilitating_engagement.pdf, 47
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Figure 1: Significant Partners

Feedback from Māori partners about which stories, whom these stories are for, and how they
are accessed, should be integrated into this research if any true indigeneity is to be expressed
through the repository and its design. Yet as Charles Royal suggests, indigeniety is also a gift
to a broader humanity, contributing: “how we can improve the way in which humankind
exists and lives in the world through new strategies of indigeneity, rekindling kinship
between people, and between people and the natural world.”11
The right hand side of Figure 1 points then to the gift mātauranga Māori offers to nonMāori groupings who can also be considered partners. Non- Māori New Zealanders are
partners in the sense that they are Treaty partners with a stake in the future of Aotearoa-New
Zealand. The extent to which non-Māori can contribute positively to the Treaty partnership
is dependent on appropriate education – a project to which this research contributes.
Connected to supporting the survival and revival of Māori people and knowledge as Māori12
is the need for decolonising social and educational practice within wider New Zealand
society13. As Linda Tuhiwai Smith points out, indigenous methodologies like Kaupapa
Māori perform a decolonsing role for both Māori and the colonizer. The design of the online
repository contributes to a larger decolonising project by ensuring non-Māori appropriately
and respectfully access and engage with Māori knowledge and cultural spaces.

11 Charles Royal, “Politics and knowledge: Kaupapa Māori and mātauranga Māori” in Kaupapa Maori: Shifting the Social. He aha te kaupapa? Critical conversations in
Kaupapa Māori, Spec. issue of New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies 47(2), ed. Te Kawehau Hoskins and Alison Jones, (2012): 37
12 Ministry of Education, “Summary for Ka Hikitia - Accelerating Success 2013-2017” 9 Feb. 2016 http://www.education.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Ministry/Strategiesand-policies/Ka-Hikitia/KaHikitiaSummary.pdf
13 Linda Smith, “Decolonizing methodologies: Research and indigenous peoples”, 2nd ed., (New York: Zed Books, 2012)
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The existence of the TNK marae is an expression of Unitec’s commitment to the TNK
agreement and is understood as both “a repository for local and historical knowledge” and “a
centre for shared learning”.14 The marae is a place within Unitec where Māori freely and
assertively express their authority and responsibility. Te Noho Kotahitanga marae, like all
marae, is a space in which Māori language and culture are validated and maintained, and
where Māori authority dominates. Graham Smith’s key Kaupapa Māori principles can be
connected directly to marae. Marae are spaces where “the validity and legitimacy of Māori is
taken for granted” 15. They are critical spaces for the “the survival and revival of Māori
language and culture”16 and most importantly for this project, marae are spaces that support
“the struggle or autonomy over our own cultural well-being, and over our own lives…vital to
Māori survival”17
Considerations around Intellectual Property (IP) and Ownership
For many indigenous peoples, there is often “little or no difference between cultural property
(i.e., things) and intellectual property (i.e., ideas or knowledge)”18. This sits in stark contrast
to the New Zealand legal system in which the two categories are seen as being mutually
exclusive. This presents a unique problem when considering Unitec’s whare, Ngākau
Māhaki, because it is significant to both Unitec and the wider Māori community it was
created by and serves. In this section I explore the issues related to the “tangible and
intangible aspects of cultural heritage”19 with respect to Māori, New Zealand’s copyright law
and Unitec.
In each environment I have investigated (see Chapter 3), New Zealand’s Copyright Acts of
1994 and 2008 govern approaches taken to the sharing and use of content or knowledge.
Who owns the IP associated with something - whether it be an artifact, artwork or
audiovisual material - is clear under such law: the IP is a “valuable intangible asset”20. As such
IP is a commodity that can be exploited by its owner.

14 Unitec Institute of Technology, A Vision Beyond It’s Time / Moemoea kei tua i tōnā wā (Auckland: Unitec Institute of Technology, n.d.), 3
15 Graham Smith quoted in Leonie Pihama and Mera Penehira “Building Baseline Data On Maori, Whanau Development And Maori Realising Their Potential” 1 Nov.
2014: http://kaupapaMāori.com/assets//te_puna_kokiri/facilitating_engagement.pdf,
16 ibid.
17 Ibid.
18 Deidre Brown and George Nicholas, “Protecting Indigenous Cultural Property in the Age of Digital Democracy: Institutional and Communal Responses to Canadian
First Nations and Māori Heritage Concerns” in Journal of Material Culture 17 (3) (2012), 307-324: doi: 10.1177/1359183512454065, 3
19 ibid.
20 Linda Robinson, Presentation on Intellectual Property Rights”, Te Whakaminenga Toi: Māori Artists’ Forum, TNK marae, Auckland, 29th June 2013
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In contrast to this, indigenous notions of ownership and access can differ; rights are more
communally owned and access aligns with traditions long established. In Aotearoa-New
Zealand, a Waitangi Tribunal claim, WAI 262, was lodged in 1991 seeking government
recognition and protection of cultural and intellectual heritage rights21 lost through
colonisation. The claim asserts Māori interests in taonga, including intellectual property and
mātauranga Māori. In particular:
The claim is about the place of Māori culture, identity and traditional knowledge in New
Zealand's laws, and in government policies and practices. It concerns who controls Māori
traditional knowledge, who controls artistic and cultural works … and who controls the
environment that created Māori culture.22
The Waitangi Tribunal's report into the WAI 262 claim, Ko Aotearoa Tēnei, was finally
released in July 2011. The Tribunal’s recommendations were many. Of particular
significance though was the need for: “a new commission to protect Māori cultural works
against derogatory or offensive uses and unauthorised commercial uses … Amendments to
laws covering Māori language, … cultural artifacts, … and more.”23
While the Tribunal’s report was seen as a ‘whole-of-government report’ with more than 20
Government departments and agencies included, very few of the report’s recommendations
have been implemented.
Unitec’s responses to the WAI 262 recommendations are basic and limited with only two
direct references in one policy document, its Scholarly Communication Guidelines around
making research and teaching materials available. Unitec asks staff to consider “the outcomes
of the Treaty of Waitangi claim WAI 262 of 2011, affecting Māori culture and identity”.24 It
later refers to this statement by adding: “We need to take into account the intellectual
property in ‘taonga works’ and the role of kaitiaki (cultural guardians)”.25
In a somewhat opposing directive, the Unitec Library, through their latest information
guides, is promoting the use of Creative Commons (CC) licenses which supports open access
approaches utilising Open Education Resources (OER): “OER is a relatively new movement

21 Maui Solomon, In Motion Magazine, “The Wai262 Claim by Six Māori Tribes”,10 Feb 2016, http://www.inmotionmagazine.com/nztrip/ms1.html
22 Waitangi Tribunal, “Wai 262: Ko Aotearoa Tēnei: Report on the Wai 262 Claim Released” 10 Feb 2016 http://www.justice.govt.nz/tribunals/waitangitribunal/news/wai-262-ko-aotearoa-tenei-report-on-the-wai-262-claim-released
23 ibid.
24 Unitec Institute of Technology, “Scholarly Communication Guidelines”( Auckland: Unitec Institute of Technology, 2014), 4
25 ibid, 6
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in education; educators and learners as well as learning institutions are driving its
development.”26
Such approaches and licenses are becoming increasingly utilised and supported online due to
the ease of access and clarity of permissions expressed by, for example, one of the six available
CC licenses. However, there is little evidence thus far of this evolving paradigm effectively
acknowledging indigenous notions of access and use.27
Accessing Taonga
Taonga tuku iho (often called taonga) have whakapapa28. They are
wrapped in social relations,…not simply structures, artworks or artefacts. … A taonga acts
as a repository of connections – a living tradition – which brings the past down into the
present. Moreover the taonga is seen by the descendants, not as a relic, but as something
living in a present which encompasses a future.29
These sentiments, and the value placed on taonga, arguably stand whether the taonga be a
physical object or being, a photograph or painting thereof, or a virtual version. Qualities
such as mana, wairua and tapu all still apply.30 Brown explores this notion, claiming “human
remains are in a state of tapu due to a loss of mauri, whereas a digital replicant has its own
independent mauri.” 31
In the case of physical items held in the likes of museums and galleries, Arapata Hakiwai
(then acting kaihautū of Te Papa Tongarewa) asserted in 2007 that “Māori want physical
access; not have a plinth put around them”32. Conal McCarthy has documented the journey
“of partnership, devolution and co-management of cultural heritage with source
communities”33 in his book Exhibiting Māori – A History of Colonial Cultures of Display.
Highlights in this journey have been the ‘Te Māori’ exhibition of 1986 and the ‘Mana
Whenua’ exhibition that accompanied the opening of Te Papa in 1998.34

26 Unitec Institute of Technology, “Copyright” 12 Dec 2015, http://libguides.unitec.ac.nz/c.php?g=288592&p=1923757
27 Victoria Leachman “Getting it right on rights” (Wellington, National Digital Forum, 2016) 13 Dec 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDmFmTg3mpE
28 www.trw.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/2008TRWePanui_Ngahuru
29 McCarthy, Conal. Exhibiting Māori – A History of Colonial Cultures of Display, (Wellngton: Te Papa Press, 2007), 183
30 Deidre Brown, “Ko to ringa ki nga rakau a te Pakeha”: Virtual Taonga, Maori, and Museums.” in New Zealand Sociology Volume 21, no.1 (2006), 33
31 ibid., 17
32 McCarthy, Conal. Exhibiting Māori – A History of Colonial Cultures of Display, (Wellngton: Te Papa Press, 2007), 183
33 ibid.
34 ibid. 181
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By the mid 2000’s a national digital strategy was pointing towards online access to cultural
heritage materials. With respect to Māori content available online, Stevenson and Callaghan
identified only seven projects of ‘significance’ in 2008, explaining: “until the WAI 262 claim
is resolved formal guidance for culture and heritage institutions on their responsibilities
within New Zealand’s current intellectual property laws is lacking.” 35
In the same year (2008), the Taonga Tuku Iho Survival 2050 conference was held in
Hopuhopu to investigate “what might the technologies look like and will tikanga, kawa and
kaupapa play a significant role in the protection, preservation, maintenance, storage and
dissemination of taonga tuku iho.”36 No clear approaches seem to have emerged from this
conference and neither do many of the institutions I visited in 2014/15 (see Chapter 3) have
singular or unilateral solutions to the complex issue of sharing taonga or associated
mātauranga online. Many said they are still ‘waiting’ for a formal government response to the
WAI 262 claim for example. They all stressed the importance of engaging with all
stakeholders in meaningful and ongoing ways, noting the difficulties in terms of time and
resourcing. Another reason given for few taonga being disseminated as virtual versions online
was the difficulty in authenticating provenance of a ‘text’. The ‘moral rights’ of source
providers seems to be increasingly recognized by these organisations despite legal authority
clearly being held by them.
Acknowledgement of the deeper facets of kaitiakitanga as “a responsibility to respect the
mana, wairua and tapu of the knowledge and protect it from misuse”37, are also increasingly
being upheld.
Conclusion
This chapter asserted Kaupapa Māori theory as an underpinning foundation for the research.
Importantly, this theory centres Māori research interests, practices and processes in Māori
worldviews. Further connections were drawn between Kaupapa Māori theory, the purposes
of the marae and Unitec’s TNK agreement. That is, TNK marae provides a place for Māori at
Unitec to understand and theorise the world in a Māori context whilst exercising authority
and responsibility in all respects. I then concluded that this project - like the marae - is part
of a larger decolonising project aiming to ensure non-Māori appropriately and respectfully
access and engage with Māori knowledge and cultural spaces.
35 Samantha Callaghan and Alison Stevenson, “Digitisation and Matauranga Māori” , 10 Jan 2016,
researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10063/608/paper.pdf?sequence=1, 4
36 Te Rōpū Whakahau, “ePanui, Ngāhuru, 2008”, 12 Dec 2016, www.trw.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/2008TRWePanui_Ngahuru.pdf, 7
37 Samantha Callaghan and Alison Stevenson, “Digitisation and Matauranga Māori” 10 Jan 2016,
researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10063/608/paper.pdf?sequence=1, 3
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The second section related the issues around mainstream, legal understandings and
Māori/indigenous approaches to intellectual property right and taonga tuku iho. An
increasing awareness on the part of Aotearoa’s cultural heritage institutions in this matter is
documented but no clear solutions were found. However, the best approach outlined in this
chapter to providing access to Māori taonga (including mātauranga), is to engage with
kaitiaki by means of meaningful and ongoing relationships.
Also, by examining the WAI262 Waitangi Tribunal claim and its assertion of Māori rights
over our taonga (tangible or intangible), a direction for the repository became clear: Māori
approaches, values and practices should be promoted within the repository design and
reflected in the guidelines that support them.
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3. A Review of Current Practice
This chapter looks into the practices of three key groups (see fig. 2 below) who currently deal
with digitising, storing and sharing content belonging to indigenous cultures.

Figure 2: Indigenous Repositorys, GLAMs and Teritary Institutions

Beginning with the dominant cultural heritage institutions in Aotearoa - namely Galleries,
Libraries, Archives and Museums (GLAMS) - I look at how this group deals with the
significant challenge of moving from presentation in physical spaces to the digital frontier.
The research then looks at the second group, Indigenous Repositories, examining both
Māori and international responses to the challenge of how to manage cultural knowledge on
digital platforms. Lastly, this chapter relates some tertiary institutions’ approaches to representing their marae and Māori knowledge generated or housed by them online.
Throughout the chapter the key characteristics, approaches and foci associated with some of
the digital tools each group utilises are listed and discussed.
Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums (GLAMS)
GLAMS are typically organisations aiming to share their content with a large audience in a
variety of ways. The larger national institutions are significant holders of taonga Māori. Four
institutions examined here - Te Papa Tongarewa, Ngā Taonga Sound & Vision, Te Puna
Mātauranga o Aotearoa and The Auckland Art Gallery - are important as they offer examples
of partnering and engaging with Māori to achieve their aims of sharing their collections in
culturally appropriate ways. Several exhibitions by other organisations are also described as
they provide further useful examples of how technology is being used to extend collections
into the digital space.
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Most GLAMS organisations are developing online platforms allowing for access, and
increasingly, the re-use - of ‘digital surrogates’. Provenance and clear identification of
copyright owners’ requirements is thus important to these organisations’ ability to share
items they don’t own outright. Having different copyright laws in each country has made the
GLAM sector’s mission of ‘helping users find, share and use content’38 difficult too. Late in
2015, a white paper developed by major GLAMS aggregators in the Northern hemisphere
was released. This document suggested standardized rights statements, building on the
Creative Commons set, could be a way forward:
The purpose of these rights statements is to provide end users of platforms with easy to
understand information on what they can and cannot do with digital items that they
encounter via these platforms. Having standardized interoperable rights statements will
also make it easier for application developers and other third parties to automatically
identify items that can be re-used.39
With respect to sharing digital surrogates of taonga via its online galleries, Victoria Leachman
(Rights Advisor at Te Papa) recently commented on the potential usefulness of the White
Paper Rights Statements (see fig. 3 below). She stipulated that the institution would “use the
‘No Copyright – Contractual Restrictions’ statement, mostly for those out of copyright
images considered ‘taonga works’ under the definition of the WAI262 report”40. Leachman
went on to state, “for those works in the public domain, Te Papa can really only control via
access and re-use agreements at the moment” and lamented that “the user may not always
realise that consideration should be given to a culture other than theirs”41.

Figure 3: screenshot from video presentation “Getting it right on rights” 42

38 Victoria Leachman “Getting it right on rights” (Wellington, National Digital Forum, 2016), 13 Dec 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDmFmTg3mpE
39 Digital Library of America “Final whitepapers for establishing international and interoperable rights statements released”, 13 Dec 2015,
http://dp.la/info/2015/10/06/whitepapers-for-establishing-international-and-interoperable-rights-statements-released/
40 ibid.
41 ibid.
42 Victoria Leachman “Getting it right on rights” (Wellington, National Digital Forum, 2016), 13 Dec 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDmFmTg3mpE
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The Museum of New Zealand, Te Papa Tongarewa
With humble beginnings as the Colonial Museum in 1865, our national museum has lead
Aotearoa’s cultural heritage sector in many ways. The 1992 Act that united the National
Museum and National Art Gallery as one entity - to be called The Museum of New Zealand
Te Papa Tongarewa - also declared the new museum would be a partnership between Māori
as Tangata Whenua and Tangata Tiriti (people in New Zealand by right of the Treaty of
Waitangi)43. From its opening in 1998, Te Papa has led by example asserting the need for
changes within the GLAMS sector with respect to how they care for taonga: “no longer do
they have the right to make unilateral decisions about how taonga should be stored,
exhibited, or reproduced”44. To this end, Te Papa have employed Māori staff and protocols
to create a “structure that recognises the kaitiakitanga (guardianship) and ownership of
taonga”45. Underpinning this structure is Te Papa’s Mana Taonga principle, reflecting values
that are intrinsically Māori in its treatment of all content in the collections it has:
The Mana Taonga principle and complex research methods remind curators to extend
museological practices, and recognise and reconcile the sensitivities and intricacies of what
have often been difficult contexts for culturally and spiritually valued items.46
Te Papa’s exercising of this principle is evident in its two year ‘Iwi in Residence’
collaborations (the current being Ngāti Toa Rangatira’s ‘Whiti Te Rā’ exhibition). Iwi are
full partners in the curation process and their kaumātua are often accommodated locally to
be present as kaitiaki. When I visited in 2014, Rhonda Paku (Deputy Kaihautū at Te Papa)
confirmed the hard work curators put into establishing and maintaining relationships with
their ‘partners’. Paku prefers this term to ‘stakeholders’, adding however, that “they can
name themselves”47.
Te Papa provides an audio guide for their Ngā Toi / Arts Te Papa gallery. iPods are
provided free on entering this gallery. These are custom-loaded with content (“artist talks,
curator commentaries, behind-the-scenes”48) corresponding to numbers posted on the walls
next to the artefacts. The guides are also available for download once a brief survey is filled-

43 http://www.tepapa.govt.nz/AboutUs/history/Pages/default.aspx#1980
44 http://tepapa.govt.nz/ResearchAtTePapa/CollectionCareAndAccess/HistoryOfCollections/Pages/Māoricollection.aspx
45 ibid.
46 p26. https://sites.otago.ac.nz/Sites/article/download/126/108, https://
47 Rhona Paku, personal communication, Wellington, 12/2/14
48 http://arts.tepapa.govt.nz/off-the-wall/arts-media
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out seeking intended use, gender and age data. The first question suggests users might listen
before, during and after visits49.
Te Papa has also experimented with other technologies that might enhance visitor
engagement. They have tried both QR code signaling and ‘Audio spotlight’ hyperdirectional loudspeakers “without much uptake”50. The former requiring visitors to
download third party apps and have their own headphones, the latter needing obvious visual
cues of where to stand as well as having issues like sound leakage both from the focused
speakers and from other sound within the gallery.

Ngā Taonga Sound & Vision (NTSV)
NTSV is an independent charitable trust that brings together three older archives of moving
image and audio items, along with related documentation. I visited the then NZ Film
Archive in 2014 to discuss their systems and the Taonga Māori deposit agreement in
particular. This document was initiated by Barry Barclay when considering how to best
protect the mana of those kuia and kaumātua recorded in his Tangata Whenua
documentaries. His pioneering approach, outlined in his book Mana Tūturu: Māori
Treasures and Intellectual Property Rights51, is still reflected in the archive’s policies and
practice. The NTSV website outlines how the institution: “maintains its custodial role over
the collections, ensuring that kaitiakitanga and ownership of the original items remain with
the depositors, and that copyright and intellectual and cultural property rights are
protected.”52
Despite their obvious high-level connectivity with iwi and hapū, those managing the deposit
agreements commented that the simpler ‘General’ deposit agreement is more commonly
used, even by Māori53. This may be because the Taonga Māori deposit offers no more legal
protection than the general one. The important difference is the Taonga Māori deposit
agreement offers a ‘window of succession’. The agreement refers to Barclay’s mana tūturu
principle, defining this as ‘Māori spiritual guardianship’ and offers provision for the

49 http://www.tepapa.govt.nz/onlineforms/stadelaudiodownloads.aspx
50 Te Papa ‘digital content’ staff member. Personal communication, Wellington, 26/11/14
51 Barry Barclay, Mana Tuturu: Māori Treasures and Intellectual Property Rights. (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 2005)
52 Ngā Taonga Sound and Vison, “Partnership with Iwi”, 10 Feb 2016, http://www.ngataonga.org.nz/about/our-partners/partnership-with-iwi
53 Personal communications held at NZ Film Archive, 11th February 2014.
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depositor to list guardians – and their descendants - to exercise this principle ‘in
perpetuity’54.
Ngā Taonga Sound & Vision is still very much a physical archive. It has ‘medianet’ viewing
stations (on local servers) available in 14 regions of the country where approximately 1000
different items are viewable. Interloan mechanisms allow many more tapes and DVDs of
moving image items to be viewed, only on the premises with no copying allowed.
The film archive staff I interviewed described plans for a much stronger web presence beyond
having their catalogue online. They related that they were having similar issues to other
institutions around sharing taonga Māori online. Comments valuable to my project from the
Film Archive staff are55:
- the IP issues mean the institutions take an almost closed, conservative approach.
- Māori just want to connect with [content]…everybody expects access.
- Digital access management is all do-able, it just needs the right software. …[it needs]
good governorship of re-use [and] a good explanation of the depositor’s original
intentions.
- We need to share in order to help identify subjects and footage but we are grappling with
the ‘how’…[the content] can’t be overexposed, but we would need to shift the thinking
of stakeholders/partners.
Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa (The National Library)
The National Library’s primary purpose, described in the National Library Act, 2003 is:
“collecting, preserving, and protecting documents, particularly those relating to New
Zealand, and making them accessible for all the people of New Zealand, in a manner
consistent with their status as documentary heritage and taonga.”56 This institution is the ‘go
to’ repository of all government documents but, importantly, the Act mandates the National
Library to require ‘legal deposit’ by all publishers of any texts published in New Zealand,
including those online since these have been declared ‘public documents’. The Act also
allows the institution ‘to avoid the mire of rights wrangling and get right to the job of
gathering and archiving their country's cultural heritage’57. However, in combination with
the purpose set out above - of making this heritage accessible to all - the impact on Māori
54 At the time of writing, this agreement was currently unavailable due to a general revision action by NTSV. See http://www.ngataonga.org.nz/collections/deposit-to-thecollection/how-to-deposit
55 Personal communications held at NZ Film Archive, 11th February 2014.
56 Parliamentary Counsel Office, “National Library of New Zealand (Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa) Act 2003” ,
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2003/0019/latest/DLM191997.html
57 http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/series/edge/newzealand.html
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rights to share taonga in culturally appropriate ways is significant. The National Library has
acknowledged their mandate can compromise the intentions, purposes and commercial
interests of ‘original providers’ (of digital content) and is “looking for ways to assist”58 them.
Being state-owned and resourced well, the National Library can apply state-of-the-art
approaches to the preservation of documents it holds. An initiative called the National
Digital Heritage Archive aggregates the library’s online collection and develops high-tech
digital tools for both its own use and others. Their preservation strategy usually entails
several copies being made of an item: a ‘preservation master’ in unadultered form, a
‘modified master’ that has been ‘tidied-up’ and an ‘access copy’, which could be edited. My
visit to members of staff associated with the National Library’s Māori content resulted in
some good advice and informed insight59:
- You don’t need to solve your preservation strategy, just have one
- A curatorial strategy (around access) is just as important
- The practical methods must keep up with the principles
- Institutions change more often than whānau/hapū, so you need to embed something
that survives that change
- You can get tension when an institution is involved; they usually always want an
outcome whilst Māori at hui might just want dialogue
- maintain relationships with owners of taonga
- Good examples cited of their 2003 Kaitiaki Policy were the Te Whaiti and Ngata
collections; ‘because the mauri of the collection remains with the whānau… technically
the collections are on permanent loan’.
- Māori are accepting of the ‘50 year’ (after death of author) copyright rule60
- Succession is important to Māori; the access permission forms request depositors to
nominate two others to speak on their behalf
The practicalities pointed out above – such as aiming to provide the highest quality archival
treatment to content - have been very useful in consideration of this project. A slightly
different approach to succession (to that of the Taonga Māori deposit agreement) and the use
of permanent loans have also been noted.

58 Amy Joseph “Carrots and sticks: Legal deposit of GLAM digitisation projects”, (Wellington, National Digital Forum, 2016), 13 Dec 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ai3tQQcFXkw
59 Personal communications held at National Library, 13 February 2014.
60 This is soon to change to a ’70 year’ rule due to the recent TPPA agreement signing, 6 February, 2016.
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Whakamīharo Lindauer Online
The Auckland Art Gallery’s website provides seventy high-resolution images of Gottfried
Lindauer’s celebrated portraits of 19th century Māori leaders. Whilst promoting the
exploration of “the fascinating history of the paintings and the people they portray”61, the
website asks for respect from those accessing the site:
The Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki is grateful to all the descendants who have given
permission for images of their ancestors to appear on this website. These images have
special significance for Māori and we ask users to treat these images, and other portraits,
with respect. Please view and store these images in study areas only. The presence of food
and drink or display in inappropriate ways will denigrate their spiritual significance.62
The statement above seems to have been first used by the ‘He Taonga Mokemoke’ digital
collection of the University of Otago, circa 2007. On that website, access was mediated by a
request for those who had read the online statement to acknowledge they had done so - by
clicking a tickbox - before being allowed access to another web page.63
As seen above, Te Papa Tongarewa, Ngā Taonga Sound & Vision, The National Library and
The Auckland Art Gallery, have all offered my project examples to replicate or utilise. Of
credit to these institutions are their policies and protocols being utilised to partner and
engage with Māori to achieve their own aims of sharing their collections in culturally
appropriate ways. Noted above too, are some fairly blunt tools (such as the National
Library’s legal deposit mandate). This still gives me something to consider because, as with
IP rights, legal requirements are a part of the society we have. The important matter, I
think, is that through effective relational engagement, solutions are usually found.
Online Cenotaph
Auckland Museum’s interactive database ‘Online Cenotaph’ provides extensive personal
detail about the life and military career of New Zealand service personnel. The website
invites the public to add information about those who have served and provides links to
assist in the ‘how to’. A travelling roadshow version – ‘He Pou Aroha, Community
Cenotaph’ - makes it even easier:

61 Auckland Art Gallery, “Whakamīharo Lindauer Online”, 11 Dec 2016, http://www.lindaueronline.co.nz/
62 Auckland Art Gallery, “The Collection”, 11 Dec 2016, http://www.aucklandartgallery.com/the-collection/overview-and-policies
63 Samantha Callaghan, “Digitisation and Matauranga Māori”, 10 Jan. 2016,
http://www.lianza.org.nz/sites/default/files/callaghan_digitisation_and_matauranga_Māori_ppt.pdf
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The digitisation kiosks allow you to search Online Cenotaph, lay a virtual poppy against a
specific person’s name and contribute additional information to the database. Each kiosk
contains an object photo booth that enables you to digitise your family's war related items
such as medals, diaries, letters and more, within minutes. The digitised objects are
immediately uploaded to the relevant service person’s Online Cenotaph record for the
world to see and future generations to remember.64
This approach of utlising technologies to reach out to the public and facilitate their input to
sharing stories online is an attractive technique to me. In consideration of the works in
Ngākau Māhaki, Lyonel Grant or Judy Robson-Deane would have their story, yet there are
others. Those stories from the other kaimahi, mana whenua, kaitiaki, and reflections from
others such as staff, students or manuhiri, could perhaps all be uploaded to a future digital
platform.
The Auckland Museum – iBeacons Technology Pilot
Using low powered Bluetooth connectivity, a ‘beacon’ establishes 2-way communication
with mobile devices up to seventy metres away. An app loaded on the mobile device is then
triggered by the nearby ‘mouse-sized’ device to deliver content.65 Through most of 2014,
Nils Pokel and other staff at Auckland Museum conducted a pilot of an “indoor proximity
system”66 such as this. Motivated by a hypothesis that museum visitors wanted to “access indepth information about the objects [they are] looking at”67, Pokel’s team experimented both
with the technology and the content their customised ‘MyTours’ app provided. The pilot’s
findings varied, from comparing managing the iBeacons to ‘herding cats’ to concluding that
audio worked better than lengthy texts or video and images. It was also noted that
technologies such as iBeacons can create a ‘digital tunnel’ distracting a visitor from their
immersive experience. On concluding his presentation of the pilot programme to the
National Digital Forum in 2014, Pokel amended his hypothesis to: “As a visitor I want to be
able to bookmark the objects I am looking at to access in-depth information and quench my
thirst for knowledge when it suits me”.68 This trial is mentioned less for the technology and
more for Pokel’s conclusions that the physical experience should not be usurped by the
virtual and that some new technologies require a lot of resourcing; both time and money.
64 Auckland War Memorial Museum, “Community Cenotaph”, 10 Jan 2016, http://www.aucklandmuseum.com/war-memorial/online-cenotaph/how-tocontribute/community-cenotaph
65 Estimote, “ibeacons-will-they-reshape-the-future-of-tech”, 2 Feb 2016, http://estimote.com/, http://touchtech.co.nz/blog/ibeacons-will-they-reshape-the-future-of-tech
66 Mobile Mentor, “Why you should think about using iBeacon technology“, 2 Feb 2016, http://mobile-mentor.com/blog-why-you-should-think-about-using-ibeacontechnology/.
67 Nils Pokel “iBeacons: Content in Context”, (Wellington, National Digital Forum, 2015), 2 Feb 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--D87Iusp2M
68 ibid.
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The Museum of Old and New Art (MONA)
MONA is the largest privately funded museum in Australia. Leigh Carmichael (Creative
Director) has described his institution’s focus on taking risks and building a culture of
innovation69. As an example, he detailed the success of ‘The O’, the first system in the world
designed to replace traditional artwork wall labels.70 Utilising customised iPods provided at
the front desk, visitors read about the artwork and listen to artist interviews as they move
through the museum. They can also tag and bookmark items visited for later in-depth access:
“Saving your tour while at Mona enables you to see your entire path through the museum
including a list of viewed, loved, and hated works.”71
The developers of the underlying technology – Enso Platform - promote the analytical
benefits to a museum or gallery: “All aspects of visitor interaction are logged anonymously
for reporting and statistical analysis. Historical data is available for visitor movement and
pathways, visitor engagement level, and content access.”72 As a follow-on from Auckland
museum’s iBeacon experiment, it seems successful digitisation of a physical experience is
possible. When I look at the Enso website73, it is evident that museums, cultural institutions
and tourist sites are set to be significant users of such technologies.
Indigenous Repositories
Indigenous repositories, as I have defined them, are storehouses of indigenous knowledge
driven by cultural practice. They are often more integrated into community facilities,
focusing on the expression, preservation and sustainability of a particular indigenous
community’s culture. Whilst predominantly set-up for use by the community, ‘outsider’
access to physical – and some virtual - repositories is usually accommodated. This often
requires the integration of some form of ritual or traditional practice to align with cultural
priorities.
Whare whakairo, whare hui and whare karakia associated with marae are all Indigenous
Repositories with their carvings, tukutuku and mahi raranga, photographs and taonga
displays. Tūhoe iwi’s new ‘cultural hub’, Te Kura Wharea includes a research centre and
archive library. Te Wharepuri “protects, preserves, promotes and communicates the tangible
69 Leigh Carmichael. “Creative risk and cultural organisations”, (Wellington, National Digital Forum, 2015), 2 Feb 2016,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tlcf23ekxU
70 MONA “The O”, 2 Feb 2016, http://www.mona.net.au/theo/
71 ibid.
72 Art Processors, “Enso Platform”, 2 Feb 2016, http://artprocessors.net/platform/
73 Art Processors, “Home”, 2 Feb 2016, http://artprocessors.net/platform/
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and intangible inherited cultural traditions of Tūhoe.”74 It can be argued that the Māori
Television75 service is a version too, with its vision “for Māori language to be valued,
embraced and spoken by all”76.
Māori Maps
This website offers a digital portal to the marae of Aotearoa. Using GIS (geographical
information system) architecture, it offers ‘google maps’-type navigation to almost any marae
in the country (the marae must have “a specific link to iwi, hapū or whānau”77). It also
provides brief background and contact information and is an excellent source of the marae’s
whakapapa. A strong feature is the site’s general limitation of taking browsers only as far as
the virtual gate of the physical marae in order to assert the need for visitors - be they
descendants or others – to “engage appropriately with the local custodians”.78 Another
feature is the ability for the browser to swap to a Te Reo Māori only version of the website,
at any stage, within the site (as do others, like the Māori Television website).

Figure 4: a screenshot of information about one of my marae, Koroukore79
This site, whilst aiming to re-connect Māori with their marae, has been very clear in
suggesting there is a gate - both physical and virtual - that each marae has. By asserting the
74 Tūhoe, “Te Wharepuri - Library / Archive”, 2 Dec 2015, http://www.ngaituhoe.iwi.nz/library-archives
75 Aotearoa’s indigenous television broadcaster, originating in 2004 following the Māori Television Service Act 2003
76 Māori Television, “About Māori Television”, 16 Feb 2016, http://www.maoritelevision.com/about/about-maori-television
77 Māorimaps, “Terms & Conditions”, 3 Feb 2016, http://www.Maorimaps.com/main-map#url=/terms-conditions
78 Paora Tapsell, quoted in The Tindall Foundation, “Maori Maps – Mapping marae throughout Aotearoa”, 3 Feb 2016, http://tindall.org.nz/Māori-maps-mappingmarae-throughout-aotearoa/
79 Māorimaps, “Koroukore”, 3 Feb 2016, http://www.Maorimaps.com/main-map#vid=1&criteria=1&url=/full_marae/koroukore
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need to consult directly with the appropriate kaitiaki from each marae, the site developers
have managed to build a useful digital tool and circumnavigate some key issues around
visitors entering these cultural spaces.
KIWA: Te Rauata Archive
KIWA is a digital research environment based at the University of Cambridge with partners
in New Zealand, Australia and Brasil. One of its partnership projects is ‘Te Rauata’, an
archive of taonga associated with the Te Aitanga-a-Hauiti iwi, that were collected by Capt.
James Cook and his crew in 1769. Ownership of the collaboratively-produced content
remains with the iwi and their information is controlled by them. Despite differing views on
digital objects the two entities still benefit from the relationship; “the Māori community
views objects in a highly relational way – everything is connected to everything else – and so
whereas our database is object-centric, theirs is relationship-centric. The two databases can
nonetheless talk to each other and share content.”80
When discussing the types of issues encountered in setting-up the database, Dr. Wayne
Ngata, one of the key participants on behalf of Te Aitanga-a-Hauiti, reflects: “there is lore,
law,…regulations and international agreements … so you find a middle ground”81
KIWA’s development strategy document from 2011 alludes to another partner relationship
placing Māori values to the fore:
In our developing relationship with Te Papa Tongarewa, for example, Māori curators
have already made it clear that representatives of Māori iwi, hapū and sometimes even
whānau will need to have a say in the data-sharing arrangements we hope to agree with
the institution.82
Again, I take note from the above examples of relational strategies of engagement that
foreground Māori interest without the other party’s needs being diminished.

80 University of Cambridge. “Captain Cook’s Māori paddles: an artefact of encounter. Past Horizons. May 28, 2013”, 15 July
2014, http://www.pasthorizonspr.com/index.php/archives/05/2013/captain-cooks-Māori-paddles-an-artefact-of-encounter
81 Dr. Wayne Ngata, Ngā Pae o te Maramatanga, “Digitisation and Research Part Two: Dr Wayne Ngata”, 3 Nov 2013,
http://mediacentre.maramatanga.ac.nz/content/digitisation-and-research-part-two-dr-wayne-ngata
82 Amiria Salmond, “Artefacts of Encounter Project Kiwa Development Strategy”, 15 July 2014,
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/my-esrc/grants/RES-062-23-2019/outputs/Download/d5f81496-c965-4de4-8915-bd60b792676e,
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The Papakura Marae App
This bilingual mobile app is a singular example of the application of the most recent
technologies available. A screen view within the app allows users to locate ‘content markers’
within the marae grounds. Once found, the physical items can trigger the device to deliver
onscreen content contained within the app, as described here by the developers: “Through
the portal of their mobile phone users access archival photos, videos of stories told by Marae
founders, information about protocol and historical-cultural information linked to carvings
and other taonga around the Marae.”83

Figure 5: screenshot of the Papakura Marae App84

The project was initiated as a PhD case study by Dr. Maggie Buxton, a non-Māori, Papakura
local. Interested in ‘technology and spirit’ in association with physical space, Buxton has
researched how “Geo-locative mobile technologies augment physical spaces with digital
content and can act as mediators between the self, the physical world, digital worlds and
other worlds beyond.”85
Buxton’s study relates the importance of the relationships she developed with the marae
community and the significance of upholding their values and tikanga: “It was important
that my work protect the mana of the marae, and at the very least did not damage or
interfere with the spirit of the marae or ‘mauri’.”86
83 AwhiWorld, “Te Ngira Project: The Marae App”, 28 Oct 2015, http://www.awhiworld.com/te-ngira-project-the-marae-app/
84 ibid.
85 Maggie Buxton, “Tricksters, Technology and Spirit: Practising Place in Aotearoa-New Zealand”, 23 Nov 2015,
http://aut.researchgateway.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10292/8847/Final%20Proof%20June%202015.pdf?sequence=1, xi
86 ibid., 186
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Buxton, Papakura Marae and Immersia Group have formed a partnership to turn her PhD
research into a downloadable app that they hope to offer - along with development
workshops – to other marae and international communities.87 Papakura Marae CEO Tony
Kake says, "We see it being a key communication platform to our community going
forward."88. Buxton sees the app as a “relevant communication tool for the local community
who increasingly use smartphones to go about their daily tasks.”89
The Papakura Marae App is a convincing example of the potential uses of augmented reality
(AR) technology, visual recognition software and geo-located mobile device technology that
is very applicable to this project.
Mataatua Māori Marae Experience
This two-hour tour and items such as a ten-minute online video narration90 are examples of a
Māori community (Ngāti Awa, Bay of Plenty) keen to share its history and culture using
whatever technology is appropriate:
Over the course of your visit our stories are delivered in an array of mediums, oral history,
chant, song and modern day technology with delivery of our spine tingling light show in
the meeting house itself.91
Assertions of Māori world view are expressed at every opportunity too, as in this excerpt
from the Ngāti Awa iwi’s webpage set up for taking bookings for the tour: “Mataatua
meeting house is seen by its people as a living and breathing being”92
The ‘HIKO Legends Carved in Light’ show - along with a soundtrack - projects video and
light sequences onto the carvings inside Mataatua whare to tell two local stories. We see here
then, a pertinent example of iwi applying new technologies - just as they applied with chisels
and paint to carvings - to innovate on their terms in order to re-present their culture and
history.

87 Dr. Maggie Buxton, Personal communication, 16th October, 2015
88 Māori Television, “Papakura Marae launches bilingual mobile app”, 7 Nov 2015, http://www.Māoritelevision.com/news/regional/papakura-marae-launches-bilingualmobile-app
89 ibid
90 “Mātaatua Wharenui - The House That Came Home”, 11 Nov 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eNxJ02_crI&feature=youtu.be
91 Mātaatua, “Cultural Experience”, 11 Nov 2015, http://www.mataatua.com/cultural-experience
92 ibid
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Figure 6: screenshot from an online promotion of the ‘HIKO Legends Carved in Light’ show 93

The Block
‘The Block: Stories From a Meeting Place’, is a website dedicated to exploring the 40 year
history of an indigenous housing precinct in Sydney’s Redfern: “a place steeped in a rich
history of Aboriginal culture, activism and hope.”94 A feature of the award winning site is the
360° virtual tour of The Block’s four streets, allowing users to view interviews with former
residents along the way. Its spectacular panoramic photography, with night and day
perspectives and ambient soundscape make for compelling exploration of an important
sector of urban Aboriginal Australian life.

Figure 7: screenshot from ‘The Block: Stories From a Meeting Place’ website95

93 “Click Suite // HIKO: Legends of Light”, 11 Nov 2015, https://vimeo.com/48915762
94 SBS, “The Block: Stories from a Meeting Place”, 23 Jan 2016, http://www.sbs.com.au/theblock/#/welcome
95 SBS, “The Block: Everleigh St”, 23 Jan 2016, http://www.sbs.com.au/theblock/#/explore/
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Mukurtu
The Mukurtu CMS development programme aims to provide Content Management
Systems to indigenous and other communities in order to “manage, share, preserve, and
exchange their digital heritage in culturally relevant and ethically-minded ways”.96 Mukurtu’s
intention is for the communities themselves to customise and adapt the open source digital
tools on offer in order to suit that community’s cultural norms97.

Figure 8: screenshot of Mukurtu CMS Site’s showcase items 98

A key feature of the platform is the integration of ‘cultural protocols’ via limited access
sections that can be monitored and managed by the community. In the case of the very first
project undertaken with the Warumungu people of Australia, the fact that a father, for
cultural reasons, could not see his daughter’s stories was critical to the design.99
Mukurtu have also developed their own ‘traditional knowledge’ labels or rights statements
for clients to use in combination with licenses customised to the end use. In the below
license statement, the end-user must respect the indigenous protocols built into the site and
show respect for the content when using it:
Every licensee must adhere to the Canning Stock Route Indigenous Intellectual Property
and Cultural Protocols and must not use this material in any way that could constitute
derogatory treatment and/or any other use that could constitute community or cultural
harm100
96 Mukurtu, “Our Mission”, 2 Feb. 2016, http://mukurtu.org/about/
97 Mukurtu, 2 Feb. 2016, http://www.mukurtuarchive.org/
98 Mukurtu, “The Mukurtu Community”, 2 Feb. 2016, http://mukurtu.org/showcase/
99 Mukurtu, “Mukurtu Wumpurrarni-kari Archive”, 2 Feb. 2016, http://mukurtu.org/project/mukurtu-wumpurrarni-kari-archive/
100 Mira Canning Stock Route Archive, “Licences”, 11 Feb 2016, http://mira.canningstockrouteproject.com/licenses
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The free software can be downloaded to run on a community’s own server or embedded in a
preferred web platform, both requiring a high level of technical ability. Alternatively,
‘Mukurtu.net’ offers communities without their own IT capacity secure web hosting for a
monthly premium, dependent on storage requirements.
Tertiary Institutions’ Approaches To Re-Presenting Māori Online:
Tertiary institutions – the third and final group to examine - have the broadest needs and
aspirations, with teaching and learning principally orientated around ideas rather than
objects. However they also have large repositories housing their staff and students’ research
that is accessible only through their libraries or online portals. Tertiary institutions’ online
profiles have developed in parallel with the national GLAMS sector, although much online
interactivity is closed to enrolled students via ‘intranet’ platforms such as Blackboard or
Moodle. Whilst students are the main audience, wider public engagement is increasingly
sought and the online Open Education Resource platforms appear particularly attractive.
Considering the re-presentation of Māori knowledge generated within an institution online,
most examples I could easily find are limited to post graduate outputs or academic
publications. Detailed histories and information about any of these organisations’ marae or
whare is limited to a handful of printed booklets. Auckland University’s whare whakairo,
Tane-Nui-Ā-Rangi is one example. Published to coincide with the whare opening, the 32
page booklet explains in detail:
the purpose, significance and symbolism of such a structure, often using Māori lore and
legend. Close up photos complement these messages as contained in the meeting house
carvings, also for the woven and intricate interior panels (tukutuku).101
Unitec - with one of the more recently built marae on a tertiary institute - has several web
pages for viewing, with much of the information drawn from its commemorative booklet A
Vision Beyond It’s Time / Moemoea kei tua i tōnā wā 102. However, the concept of a ‘Virtual
Marae’ has been developed at Unitec. A staff broadsheet describes how this can compliment
the physical one, providing an online interface for mātauranga Māori at Unitec:
The Virtual Marae is not just about having the component parts of Te Noho Kotahitanga
Marae in a virtual context. Rather it is both a metaphor and a method for accessing
mātauranga Māori (knowledge and ways of knowing from a Māori world-view). Te Noho

101 AbeBooks.com, “Tane-Nui-A-Rangi” 17 Feb. 2016, http://www.abebooks.com/Tane-Nui-A-Rangi-Auckland-University/1057213463/bd
102 Unitec Institute of Technology, A Vision Beyond It’s Time / Moemoea kei tua i tōnā wā, (Auckland: Unitec Institute of Technology, n.d.)
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Kotahitanga Marae anchors the virtual and intangible with the real through the physical
presence of the buildings and surrounds of the marae and all that it contains. 103
Conclusion
This chapter investigated current digital media platforms or digital tools in three distinct
environments working with indigenous knowledge, culture and heritage. Aotearoa’s GLAM
sector’s examples provided much insight into culturally appropriate engagement with Māori
and policy use to assert such engagement. Further lessons were learned from the GLAM
sector’s examples about how their roles in ensuring cultural values and ownership could be
maintained by indigenous content providers.
Several indigenous repository examples highlighted a variety of current and emerging
technologies and the readiness of their owner communities to use them. The challenges of
how to manage cultural knowledge on digital platforms were also evident from the likes of
the Te Rauata and Māori Maps initiatives. The Papakura Marae app and Mukurtu are strong
examples of some of the digital tools that could be used for, or integrated into, a future
online repository.
Finally, a quick examination of how our tertiary institutions are sharing their marae online
revealed very little to draw example from, and hence a potential need on their behalf for this
project to demonstrate what is possible.

103 Unitec Institute of Technology, “VIRTUALMARAEPROJECTCRITERIA.doc”, 12 Nov 2015, http://thenest.unitec.ac.nz/unitecintranet/teaching-andresearch/dean-teaching-and-learning-matauranga-maori/virtual-marae.cfm
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4. Project Development
This chapter outlines key aspects of the project’s development. I begin with a description of
the methods used to engage the research participants. As is shown, many of these participants
are also repository partners. The methods used to gather contributions from these
participants included focus groups, wānanga interviews and ongoing iterative engagement
and discussion with participants. This chapter also presents interview data and further
discussion in relation to the first two project objectives:
1. Identify the aspirations of stakeholders - individuals and communities with specific rights
and responsibilities – with respect to the sharing of mātauranga contained within the proposed
repository;
2. Identify the kind of experience/engagement the audience should have.
As a response to the third research objective:
3. To create an overview of current digital tools in similar external environments (museums,
galleries, indigenous websites),
the chapter concludes with a table summarising the survey of various online environments
investigated in Chapter 3.
Engaging with Key Partners
In this section I briefly describe my research methods and practices for engaging research
participants – most of whom are colleagues and repository partners.
Having received ethics approval104, I interviewed twenty-one individuals and groups of staff
members from a number of environments of interest to the research. Data from these
interviews is not presented discretely, but is built into the overall project considerations,
design and analysis. I conducted focus group interviews with two groups in particular: Staff
and students from a Māori orientated Masters of Design pathway; and staff from the Maia
Māori Centre whose roles are specifically attached to the marae. Each group consisted of five
to eight participants, all of whom I personally know having associated with them on many
occasions at the marae or through coursework.
These two groups are important because they are representative of repository partners. Focus
groups were identified as the best information gathering technique because they provide for
collaborative group engagement. These focus group discussions were therefore conducted
104 UREC registration 2013-1053, approved 19.8.13, see Appendices 4-6.
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like short wānanga or hui, wherein the participants were given full information about the
project and encouraged to critically engage and co-construct meaning useful to the project’s
development. Wānanga represent a collective Kaupapa Māori approach that connects
strongly with Māori ways of collaborating and reaching shared understandings.
Given that the focus groups were held midway through the research project, clarifications
and ratifications of approaches being taken were common across the project. The main
sentiments and themes resulting from the discussions could then quickly inform the project’s
development. The notion of promoting ‘engagement over consultation’ is a key objective in
Kaupapa Māori research.105
Anonymous quotes from the sessions are related in this chapter to exemplify key sentiments,
concerns and responses as well as reflect how the whānau considered their connection to this
project. It is also important to me as a Kaupapa Māori researcher to include the participants’
comments – at times – in as least summarized manner as possible. Their voices need to be
heard as it is their need, as well as my own, that I am trying to meet.
While it was envisaged that follow-up discussions (with the goal of evaluating the project’s
development and directions) would be held with both groups, this was only possible with the
marae kaitiaki. This is because the Awatoru Masters programme was ended in 2014.
I asked the participants a number of key questions in the wānanga. These included the
following:
- Who would be repository partners? (with what rights?, what aspirations?)
- What audience was appropriate for some of the suggested content?
- Should there be any restricted access – if so, why? how?
- What principles guide their thoughts?.
- What digital media platform do you envisage?
- How interactive should it be?
- What other content do you envisage?
As can be seen these questions targeted three different areas of concern; who should be
involved, what content is appropriate, and how might this content be best shared on a digital
platform.

105 Leonie Pihama and Mera Penehira “Building Baseline Data On Maori, Whanau Development And Maori Realising Their Potential” 1 Nov. 2014,
http://kaupapaMāori.com/assets//te_puna_kokiri/facilitating_engagement.pdf
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Repository Partner Aspirations
Objective 1: To identify the aspirations of partners - individuals and communities with specific
rights and responsibilities – with respect to the sharing of mātauranga contained within the
proposed repository.
I decided early in this project to focus on Māori aspirations rather than institutional needs.
Unitec needs to be responsible and relational in its management of the repository by
prioritising those rights and aspirations of its Māori partners. All indications from Unitec
policies examined106 are that this perspective, and Māori traditions and worldviews are valid
and will be positively engaged with. As an example of this, in a recent ‘Impact of Change’
hui held with Māori staff, Rick Ede (Unitec CEO) asked: “How do we go about giving Te
Noho Kotahitanga real life and real effect? … How do we reflect this partnership in all
elements of what we do?”107
With responsible and relational management of the repository in mind, the following groups
have been identified as being most significant to the study;
- Content Contributors (depositors/producers/subjects of media content)
- Mana whenua
- Marae kaitiaki
- Māori staff and students
- Unitec as a teaching institution
In the following subsections each of these distinct groups and their aspirations for both
Ngākau Māhaki and the research project are explored.
Contributors of Content
Soon after the project began, a variety of circumstances made it clear that making a set of
videos with the originator artists would not be achievable within the proposed timeframes.
This required a change of focus to a broader set of content for the modeled repository.
Through my years as a Māori staff member at Unitec working in the Screen Arts department
I had made many films in and around the marae as it was built, opened and then utilised.
These films needed to be similarly shared online and so, raised the same questions. The
content still carried intangible qualities that needed culturally appropriate consideration
through an association with the marae. This broader set of content then, would most likely
106 Unitec Institute of Technology, “Our Partnership”, 31 Oct. 2015, http://www.unitec.ac.nz/Māori/who-we-are/our-partnership, “POUTAMAGUIDELINES.doc”,
31 Oct 2015, http://thenest.unitec.ac.nz/unitecintranet/teaching-and-research/dean-teaching-and-learning-matauranga-maori/the-poutama.cfm
107 Rick Ede, “Impact of Change Presentation to Māori staff”, (Auckland, Unitec Institute of Technology, 4/11/15)
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consist of videos directly related to the marae’s construction, the artists’ recollections, and
workshops /seminars held in the whare because of their subject matter. The subjects of the
videos - who would most likely be the ‘content contributors’ - and the people most interested
in that content would still benefit from being asked what they thought.
The best way to do this has been to poll potential contributors of content as and when a film
project has arisen. As a teacher at a ‘film school’, I am well aware of the need to seek consents
and inform subjects of their rights, or loss thereof (as can often happen in a traditional
moving image release form) - before engagement. Contributors’ aspirations, rights and
responsibilities have generally become evident when a clearance, or release consent form has
been sought. Some were very clear their contribution was for ‘te ao whānui’ (a gift for all),
whilst others did not accept signing-over rights in perpetuity. To clarify these issues, two
different consents were sought during this project;
a) For use by this research only108
b) For use by Unitec to meet its ‘learning and teaching purposes’ 109
Examples of the ‘a’ category content result from personal friendships with Lyonel Grant,
James Webster and Richard Nunns. Footage of Lyonel is an excerpt from a one hour ‘test
shoot’, should the series of films I’d originally envisaged ever be made. Technical approaches,
such as camera angle and lighting were tested, my interviewing skills were trialed, and the
necessary path of screening an ‘edit’ to the subject was also undertaken.
In the case of the Webster-Nunns ‘Taonga Pūoro Workshops’ held in Ngākau Māhaki, I had
offered to document the two days on their behalf and the final release format would be up to
them as owners of the IP. Whilst all three were very supportive of the project, each had
previously experienced some disappointment with regard to their rights as artists and
originators of material. Each had some trepidation about final use, delivery format and the
relationship with Unitec that may or may not arise, as not much clarity could be guaranteed
at the time. Thus, the two videos have been categorised ‘for demonstration purposes only’.
Examples of the ‘b’ category content result from my being asked to document hui or events
held within Ngākau Māhaki, particularly around consultation with mana whenua about
Unitec’s latest plans for land development. In this situation, fairly standard, all-encompassing
permissions were signed-over to Unitec. This is clearly not satisfactory in the context of this
research’s assertions that contributors to the repository should be engaged as partners.
108 see Appendix 8.Talent consent form-Demo Only
109 see Appendix 9. Talent consent form-General Use
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However, the repository was not considered when the filming was requested, nor were any
alternative clearance forms fully written. I did manage to include an expression of intention
to treat the material with respect, and a hint of reciprocity was included stating: ‘I
understand that I may have access to the material collected by Unitec - in which I appear after discussion and negotiation with them.’110
At my suggestion, those presenters captured in the videos were given the opportunity to sign
a ‘dissent’ version111 too; to enable their wishes to be recorded alongside the ‘permissions’.
The general acceptance of a participant of the conditions set by the consent form
predominated; the dissent form wasn’t used. For some, it was the kaupapa of the hui –
sharing knowledge about their iwi’s connections to the whenua surrounding Unitec – that
was paramount: “the more our stories are told, the better”112.
A third ‘contributor’ type has only been partially considered here. Those who appear in
footage that is already online (somewhere in the worldwide web) may have consented, but
this is an assumption. The best practice in these cases could be to provide links to original
websites (rather than embed the videos in the repository), as is done in academic writing.
In summarizing my thoughts around contributor aspirations, I would conclude a continuum
of opinion around open use of content exists. Attached to their opinion is the contributor’s
own view about online access and their part in educating the world. The contributor’s
previous experience with permissions forms and licensing - and what these really/legally
mean - is significant. I suggest also that contributor rights can easily be given away and
therefore more responsible consideration on the part of those seeking a license or permission
for use is required. A degree of reciprocity should also be included. Examples could be made
by the inclusion in any permissions forms of: confirmation of respectful treatment of content
and co-licensing to allow contributors full access; and agreements for use of content for the
contributor’s own purposes.
Mana whenua
Mana whenua can be described as local iwi who have tribal links to a district. These links
intrinsically bind them to the land and the taonga they associate with it, such as marae.
Therefore identifying and working with mana whenua was viewed as critical to the project.
Iwi associated with Unitec are generally as many as have been connected with the Tamakai

110 see Appendix 9. Talent consent form-General Use
111 see Appendix 9. Talent dissent form-General Use
112 Pouroto Ngāropo, personal communication, Auckland, 5th June 2015
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Makaurau isthmus; “19 tribal authorities” are recognized by Auckland City as having “Mana
whenua interests”113. Others are associated with TNK marae by nature of the consultations
held with them during its planning or the connections inherent in the carvings; such as their
tupuna being the main subject of a pou or from the gifting of the raw logs from which the
carvings and heke were born. Then there are tribal affiliations the key creators brought with
them; Lyonel Grant is from Ngāti Pikiao and Te Arawa iwi for example.
Navigating this broad set of interests with respect to the scope of this study seemed
insurmountable although, as the project has progressed, it has become evident that ‘mana
whenua interests’ would be limited. It is clear that the consultation rounds conducted by
Haare Williams and others done before the marae was built - in combination with the
tikanga invoked along its development - have put all responsibility of ‘caring for the mauri of
the marae’ on Unitec. This, along with the TNK agreement brings ultimate governance from a Māori perspective - back to the next two groups: the marae kaitiaki, and Māori staff
and students.
Māori Staff / Students
Māori staff and students were identified as a group significant to this project because many
are frequent users of the marae. The marae is a centre of activities that focus on their needs
within a bicultural institution to make connections with each other and Te Ao Māori.
A group typifying those studying courses/topics that engage with Mātauranga Māori at
Unitec was the Awatoru pathway of Unitec’s Masters of Design by Project programme.
Using whakawhanaungatanga and noho marae for pedagogical support, the programme
encouraged research with a Kaupapa Māori approach.
A focus group/wānanga was held in November 2013 with four students and three staff from
the Awatoru programme. During this session, I asked the group for their thoughts on the
project, possible directions it might take and how I might best go forward. The group’s
comments are listed or summarized below.114
- A stakeholder needs to have been actively connected with the whare
- [You’ll need] clarity around rights (artists) and responsibilities (Unitec)

113 Auckland Council, “Resource Consents”, 11 Dec 2015,
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/EN/ratesbuildingproperty/consents/resourceconsents/Pages/engagingwithiwi.aspx#nogo
114 Comments made during ‘Focus Group 1’, Auckland, 26/11/2013.
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- Keeping [the stories] alive is the best you can do for the whare and Lyonel - ensure the
right people are resourced to do this and they need to revert to [my] guidelines when
needed.
- Consideration and consultation with the tohunga whakairo is critical.
- Who manages the sharing of mātauranga and how is this done in a virtual realm?
- The project should connect back to the students and programmes.
- What are the responsibilities around access to mātauranga?
With artists, designers and sculptors amongst the focus group, this discussion was useful to
me in understanding their thinking, as potential contributors and users of the repository.
Rights in combination with responsibilities were a key theme, as was a wariness of the power
an institution like Unitec typically exercises when engaging in innovations such as this. This
focus group agreed that ethics should guide any development of the repository. The Awatoru
focus group also paid thought to my position as a student noting that in seeking input from
others, I would also need to assert some ownership: “You're not using this, you're building
on it - look at it as a new art work.”115
Marae Kaitiaki
Marae kaitiaki are another important group in this research. At Unitec this group includes:
the institution’s Pae Arahi, Hare Paniora; the marae’s Taurahere, Hohepa Renata; Jessica
Aranui, the marae coordinator; and Whaea Lynda Toki, the marae kaiawhina. Others from
Unitec’s Maia Māori Centre, which provides support to Māori students,116 are also integral
to the marae’s day-to-day activities. Ngākau Māhaki is central to Maia’s work. The whare is a
space for the many whakawhanaungatanga and teaching activities Maia facilitates - including
introductions to the whare and noho marae for the Whai Ake Māori student mentoring
programme. Each of the above staff members use the marae day in, day out.
A focus group/wānanga was held in January 2014 with six Māori staff from this group.
Pertinent comments and questions follow:117
- It's one of our jobs (the 'whānau' not just Maia) to have stewardship of the Mātauranga
Māori that we present at Unitec. [Our people] need to feel OK about the way they
themselves re-interpret and re-present in their own way ... There's still a yearning to find
out what inspired our artist to create the image and the information that he used. We're

115 Comments made during ‘Focus Group 1’ held 26/11/2013.
116 Unitec Institute of Technology, “How to Make the Most of Maia to Support You at UNITEC”, 17 Dec 2015, http://libguides.unitec.ac.nz/maia
117 Comments made during ‘Focus Group 2’, Auckland, 22/1/2014.
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really lacking that side of the whare … I would expect [to have access rights] in my
position, (not necessarily to house it) to try and get more clarification of the artists
interpretations and thoughts.
- There's 2 distinctive people here; those who want to learn and those who already know.
The latter, are Māori and overawed, they mihi, put koha down etc. - that reverence
comes with them and you don't have to say anything. The former come to learn and
grow, and it's not their fault that they haven't been brought up with that. What you do
with these distinctive groups is often different.
- The important thing is the respect for all that knowledge that has been given.
- The [Usage of Images from the whare] form 'protects' in that it limits what can be in
the background and it requires acknowledgement of Lyonel as the master carver and the
people that helped him.
- [In the case of someone who] wants to use an image taken whilst here, the million $
question is who do I ask/seek that blessing from? … I couldn't have necessarily trusted
our people would say no … [We need to] inform them everything they need to do to
use an image or take an extract out from an interview or conversation.
This wānanga confirmed for me how key the marae kaitiaki were to any development or use
of an online repository. This group could see the benefits – and issues – for them. The issues
of IP management and fostering respect for the whare were paramount in the discussions
although a variety of opinions were expressed around how far to limit access to any
repository content. Some participants were less familiar with the project but after the session,
felt more informed and expressed much encouragement. I too had begun to verbalise more
easily what I was thinking:
- I need firstly to know that [Lyonel’s] happy for what he said to be shared to a certain
amount of people and secondly that he has a fairly good idea of who those people are.
And the same for Unitec ... I'd need the guidelines to describe to them: this is what I
undertook with Lyonel's expectations, this is what I undertook with kaitiaki's
expectations, Mana whenua's expectations.
- We need to develop an understanding within the audience that when they come in (like
you already do) there's a sort of reverence they need to have for this stuff; and you can
only hope that they do (like being environmentally responsible) but you can't control it.
Absolute control is long gone, the horse has bolted.
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During this wānanga, the term ‘stakeholder’ was replaced by ‘repository partner’ with a
definition agreed as: “whānau, hapu & iwi that have a connection to various kaupapa which
are in the whare”118
Unitec as a Teaching Institution
Te Noho Kotahitanga is an institutional marae, meaning it exists primarily for use by all
Unitec staff and students. Unitec asserts TNK marae as a centre for shared learning119 so it is
not unreasonable for the institution to consider moving this learning to an online platform.
Unitec’s Digital Marae Teaching And Learning Project Plan lists three outputs with some
resourcing made available each year to support projects and research aimed at meeting these
outputs:
1.1 An open access virtual marae published in one or more formats.
1.2 Staff and students engaging with virtual marae teaching & learning resources
1.3 Increased knowledge of and engagement in mātauranga Māori120
Dr. Teorongonui Josie Keelan, Dean Teaching and Learning Mātauranga Māori at Unitec
also supports this, saying the ambition is to have an Online Interface and Repository:
Somewhere to locate resources, links, etc., … Not a ‘One Stop Shop… it needs to be a
resource for independent study, not deliver all knowledge about things Māori to Unitec’s
learners.121
Keelan’s wariness, alludes to a necessity for non-Māori to engage appropriately in their
learning of the gift mātauranga Māori offers to them, as discussed in Chapter 2.
There are many similarities between the aims and outputs of this online interface and those
of this research project. It is envisaged that the working model produced by this research
would easily sit within the greater Virtual Marae concept, as demonstrated in the figure
below.

118 Comment made during ‘Focus Group 2’ held 22/1/2014.
119 Unitec Institute of Technology, A Vision Beyond It’s Time / Moemoea kei tua i tōnā wā, (Auckland: Unitec Institute of Technology, n.d.)
120 “DIGITALMARAETEACHINGANDLEARNINGPROJECTPLAN.doc”, 12 Nov. 2015, http://thenest.unitec.ac.nz/unitecintranet/teaching-and-research/deanteaching-and-learning-matauranga-maori/virtual-marae.cfm
121 Dr. Teorongonui Josie Keelan, personal communication, Auckland, 19 Nov 2014
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Figure 9: Unitec's Virtual Marae

However, a key aspect of my interrogations has been to ensure key partners’ rights and
aspirations are included in the design. The ‘open access’ quality within aim 1.1 above, for
example, might not be suitable. It seemed plausible that I would need to find mechanisms
that replicate the tapu, set-asideness of the physical marae when engaging with online
content by making allowance for limited access should a contributor or protocol deem this
necessary.
Three Key Repository Partner Aspirations
Drawing from the discussions held with the above groups, earlier personal provocations and
my research, three important repository partner aspirations became evident:
•

To maintain the whakapapa of the artworks by providing associated contextual/background
stories.
Whilst no longer the key focus of this project, an aspiration would be to collect and
make these stories available via the repository. The desire to have some insight into the
meanings and thoughts behind each taonga is common to all who visit Ngākau
Māhaki, which aligns with the original provocation to film Lyonel describing his work.
Having some clear understanding of the artists’ intentions and thoughts would assist
the marae kaitiaki, current and future.

•

To expose the marae (and activities held there) to an online audience without
compromising what is tika and pono
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Whilst diverse tensions and opinions about what might and might not be shared
online are evident from the repository partners, the principles of tika and pono that
underpin tikanga Māori should always apply. How that might be achieved would vary
- as with tikanga - with the situation or application. It is thought that by designing an
online repository that reflects tikanga, these aspirations might be met.
•

To provide reciprocal mechanisms for those contributing to the repository.
Reciprocity is a value attached to most Māori practices of engagement; manuhiri are
expected to reply at pōwhiri, interviewers know to provide kai when working with
Māori subjects. To aspire to offer the subjects of interviews or presenters of content
captured in the whare ‘something in return’ upholds this value and practice. Examples
would be to offer full archiving of the content, access to the contributor and their
whānau to the content, or deposit agreements offering co-licenses whereby the
depositor and Unitec both have rights to use the material.

The latter two key aspirations above have been integrated into the guidelines. The first
aspiration is a clear endorsement of my original provocation. I shall endeavor to keep trying
to capture Lyonel Grant and Judy Robson-Deane’s stories in the future. It is my hope that
the outputs of this project will convince them to have sufficient confidence in Unitec to
make interview time available.
Audience Experience or Engagement
Objective 2: To identify the kind of experience/engagement the audience should have.
The question “What kind of experience/engagement should the audience have?” was put to
both focus groups and potential contributors of content. Their responses have been
synthesized into a set of key conclusions below as there was some overlap with their responses
to the topics covered earlier in this chapter. Observations and reflections from research into
current practice (outlined in Chapter 3) also included:
•

Mobile device use should be integrated into the platform.
The rapid adoption of smartphone and tablet technologies in recent years, combined
with the drive by all commercial and educational sectors to accommodate their use,
suggests an online repository should aim to interface smoothly with mobile devices.
How and when such mobile devices access the repository when a user is in the whare
did raise concern with marae kaitiaki and staff. Repository access would need to
compliment rather than distract from the everyday activities taking place in the whare.
It was strongly felt that the physical aspects of the whakairo and mahi raranga should
be appreciated ‘naturally’ if one is physically in the whare; a comparison was made
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with the number of concert goers who watch the performers through their phone
cameras. That said, there was agreement to be open to the potential of new and
emerging technologies such as augmented reality apps that could, for example, provide
extra contextual information such as the names of the pou.
•

Engagement with the repository should reflect the tikanga applicable to any visit to the
marae.
The tapu/noa states associated with manuhiri/tangata whenua are an important aspect
associated with people first visiting a marae. Very little communication and certainly
no real engagement occurs until one transitions between the two states by being
formally welcomed into the space. To replicate this engagement process with someone
encountering the repository online for the first time would be to uphold tikanga in the
virtual realm and help acknowledge the mauri of the virtual entities being encountered.
Gatherings in whare, such as Ngākau Māhaki are often termed hui and wānanga. The
discussions and learning encountered whilst in these ‘modes of engagement’ are usually
enriched by the environment and the traditional mihi and tikanga applied during the
meetings. Again, to limit access to online replays of kōrero from the whare to those
who have at least visited the whare, could be a mechanism that reflects the protection
of knowledge offered by the whare.

•

The repository’s design should reflect the taonga that the whare is, and the talents of its
creators.
Unitec’s whare, Te Ngākau Māhaki, is a taonga in traditional terms. Its construction
and the artworks within have also set an artistic precedence yet to be surpassed. One
could say it is globally unique. Any online re-presentation of the whare - or related
elements - therefore needs to strive to have had the same artistic practices and quality
reflected in its design.

In order to effectively achieve this, the repository must be resourced. All aspects of the
platform, from its design and the technology used, to the personnel required to maintain and
develop the repository, would require significant support from Unitec.
An Overview of Current Digital Tools in Similar External Environments
As a response to the third research objective, I have summarized the survey of various online
environments I investigated in Chapter 3. Those environments utilising digital tools with
attributes/issues worthy of consideration for this project have been listed below. Other
environments using approaches to sharing indigenous knowledge online that could inform
the project have also been included in this, the first of the project’s outputs.
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Objective 3. To create an overview of current digital tools in similar external environments
(museums, galleries, indigenous websites).
Item / Digital Tool /
Site

Application /
Description

Topical attributes / Issues / Approaches

Te Papa Tongarewa

Mana Taonga
principle

Values that are intrinsically Māori are
considered by the museum in its treatment of
all content in its collections. In particular the
guardianship of taonga Māori is shared with
the traditional owners.

Audio Guides

Downloadable for visitor’s own use, before
during or after a visit.

QR codes

Dependent on visitor’s resourcefulness: to
download 3rd Party App and have own
headphones.

Hyper-directional
loudspeakers

Require obvious visual cues of where to stand
Sound leakage into gallery.
Other sound within the gallery still
prominent.

Ngā Taonga Sound &
Vision

Taonga Māori
Deposit Agreement

Whilst ownership of all deposited items
remains with the depositor, this agreement
posits a Māori worldview, encouraging
succession notes and specific wishes to be
added to the appendices.

Te Puna Mātauranga
o Aotearoa (National
Library)

Kaitiaki Policy

Items are technically on permanent loan
from whānau. Similar approaches taken (as
with Ngā Taonga and Te Papa) to
maintaining relationships with kaitiaki,
particularly by appointing specific iwi/
partner liaison personnel.

National Digital
Heritage Archive
(National Library)

Preservation Strategy

Multiple copies (as is, modified, access
versions) kept at highest qualities and with
long-term storage goals.

Whakamīharo
Lindauer Online
(Auckland Art
Gallery)

Web gallery of high
resolution portraits

Acknowledges whakapapa of content when
accessing website.
Suggests ways of maintaining respect for the
taonga.
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Item / Digital Tool /
Site

Application /
Description

Topical attributes / Issues / Approaches

He Pou Aroha
Community
Cenotaph

Roadshow kiosks
incorporating photo
booths and database
search facilities

Interface for public uploading of
supplementary information or related items
alongside a listed service member’s online
record.

AKL Museum
Technology Pilot

iBeacon technology

Needs more investigation as difficult to
calibrate for consistent results and signal
strengths vary, sometimes interfering with
each other.
Devices easily moved, displaced by public,
other staff.

App (eg ‘MyTours’)
provides contextual
data when user
approaches object on
display

Content needs to be visually succinct or
more audio-based.
Provision for ‘bookmarking’ or delayed
viewing required.
App needs downloading to own device.

Customised iPod
‘audio guides’.

No text given on walls, audio guides must be
used. Content delivery is consistent (not
device dependent) and easier to update when
display objects changed.

My O Tour

Allows tour to be re-visited by user once they
leave museum.
Management provided with mass data on
who sees what (and how long they stay at a
site), as well as potential re-contact addresses.

GIS browser
technology

‘Google maps’-type navigation around
Aotearoa, including the usual
satellite/map/hybrid viewing options and
‘zoom’ functions.

Te Reo Māori version

Swappable with English at any level of
navigation.

Te Rauata

Research archive of
high resolution
images and 3D scans
of taonga

Content shared internationally, yet Māori
values and ownership of content upheld.

Papakura Marae App

App downloaded to
marae visitor’s own
mobile device.

Contextual and historical data provided
using (AR) technology, visual recognition
software and geo-located mobile device
technology.

‘The O’ (MONA)

Māori Maps
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Item / Digital Tool /
Site

Application /
Description

Topical attributes / Issues / Approaches

Mataatua Marae
‘HIKO Legends
Carved in Light’ show

Audiovisual material
projected onto walls
of the whare

Integrates video and sound to deliver a
‘marae experience’ tourist programme in a
manner acceptable to tangata whenua.

The Block: Stories
From a Meeting
Place

Website providing
contextual
information and
interviews via a 360°
virtual tour

Enhanced by panoramic photography, night
view or day view switching and film style
soundscapes

Mukurtu

Content Management
Systems aimed at
indigenous
communities

Digital tool set free for community use
Hosted version available for fee
Customisable to suit access issues and varying
protocols of engagement.

‘Indigenous’ versions
of rights statements
and licenses

Traditional rights reinforced as licensees
(those wanting to use site material) agree use
will respect the content and the community
associated with it.

When considering which digital media platform would best suit an online repository, the
ideas and provocations resulting from the table in Figure 10 above are exciting. They are also
daunting as technology is changing fast; more and more is possible. Some direction in
helping select a digital tool (or attribute) was provided by Dr. Maggie Buxton, when
interviewed about the Papakura Marae App. Buxton was adamant that “any tool must have
an appropriate purpose”122 pointing-out that alternatives to geo-located delivery, such as ebooks, could be far more suitable. Her experience too was that most people over 45 years old
can’t use their mobile devices properly.
It is clear from interviews and discussions held that there is a tension between wanting to
share online and respecting the taonga status of content; “The sacred becomes common, the
common becomes appropriated.”123 As stated previously, many institutions have thus far
defaulted to ‘no-go’ positions despite their legal right – via standard IP protections – to
disseminate. For those having deposit agreements or kaitiaki policies, amendments and reengagement with content owners is probable before their taonga would be made available on
an online platform.
122 Dr. Maggie Buxton, personal communication, Papakura 16 Oct. 2015
123 Himiona Grace, personal communication, Epsom 16 Nov. 2014
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A final consideration drawn from the practices in similar environments is the use of
standardized rights statements that clearly direct the audience about attribution and re-use.
With several versions now available – from Creative Commons or Mukurtu, for example –
the most useful rights ‘set’ should be the one that reflects the rights of contributors and the
values of the repository partners. In marrying this with the exemplary approaches noted
above, choosing a particular digital platform is likely less important than creating a
foundational ‘sharing framework’ that platform would reflect.
Conclusion
This chapter outlined the methods used to apply the Kaupapa Māori methodology
underpinning my project. It then related the many thoughts and design considerations
generated by these methods, principally the use of focus groups – in wānanga fashion – and
discussions with repository partners. These iterative engagements have been central to my
project’s development.
I concluded there was a continuum of opinion around contributor aspirations for sharing
their content online and that this was partly due to their own view about online access and
their familiarity with permissions forms and licensing. This leads to an impetus of
responsible consideration on the part of those wanting to share others’ content in an online
repository. In this case, co-licensing and use arrangements, with confirmation of respectful
treatment of content by online users, should be implemented.
I found too, that mana whenua engagement ties back to the original dialogues continuously
held from before the time TNK marae was built. Through the relationships formed, Mana
whenua have put all responsibility for the mauri of the marae on Unitec. I concluded that
this – along with the TNK agreement – brought ultimate guidance around my project back
to the marae kaitiaki, and Māori staff and students.
A wānanga held with staff and students from a Māori-focused Masters of Design pathway
was useful to me in outlining their views as potential contributors and users of the repository.
Rights in combination with responsibilities were confirmed as a key consideration for my
guidelines along with my part as a design student in ensuring my own considerations and
design sensibilities are as valid as other’s input to the project.
The marae kaitiaki group could clearly see the benefits – and issues – for them in having an
online repository associated with TNK marae. The issues of IP management and fostering
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respect for the whare were paramount in the discussions although a variety of opinions were
expressed around how far to limit access to any repository content.
The notion of promoting engagement over consultation as a key Kaupapa Māori research
objective provided, I felt, a more informed and encouraging community of staff and students
willing to engage in the potential repository.
The chapter then briefly examined Unitec’s initiative to develop an “open access, virtual
marae”124 and positioned this project within that. Consideration of this and the many
thoughts and design considerations generated by focus group and other partner input have
been summarized below under the first two project objectives:
1. Identify key aspirations signaled by the repository partners:
- To maintain the whakapapa of the artworks by providing associated
contextual/background stories.
- To expose the marae (and activities held there) to an online audience without
compromising what is tika and pono
- To provide reciprocal mechanisms for those contributing to the repository
2. Identify the kind of experience/engagement the audience should have:
- Mobile device use should be integrated into the platform.
- Engagement with the repository should reflect the tikanga applicable to any visit to
the marae
- The repository’s design should reflect the taonga that the whare is, and the talents of
its creators.
The chapter concluded by providing the first project ‘output’: ‘An Overview of Current
Digital Tools/Approaches’ in table form. The next chapter includes the above findings to
inform the project implementation and delivery of two more project outputs.

124 Unitec Institute of Technology, “DIGITALMARAETEACHINGANDLEARNINGPROJECTPLAN.doc”, 12 Nov. 2015,
http://thenest.unitec.ac.nz/unitecintranet/teaching-and-research/dean-teaching-and-learning-matauranga-maori/virtual-marae.cfm
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5. Project Design and Implementation
Introduction
This chapter outlines the co-design and co-implementation process for both the working
model and guidelines arising from project objectives five and six (see below). I start with the
identification of the most suitable digital platform to use for a working model. I then look at
what kind of guidelines should be developed and the foundational considerations
underpinning a ‘guidelines framework’ based around ‘key areas of responsibility’. The
chapter then returns to my approach to website platform design to produce a prototype
online repository that reflects the research. To conclude, I detail my exploration of several
other innovative digital tools and the opportunities they may offer my practical
demonstrations.

Platform Considerations
Objective 5: To construct a working model of the preferred digital media platform.
As outlined in the original research proposal, the digital media platform envisaged utilises
emerging digital tools to deliver rich media content. The platform aims to be interactive,
allowing user-enabled navigation of digital content in real-time and/or delayed, via
narrowcast and/or broadcast systems. With this brief, and given the scope of a Masters
research project, the two best suited digital media platforms for a working model of the
repository have been identified as a website or mobile app.
A Sharing Framework
Before any clear decision between these two delivery platforms could be made, a ‘sharing
framework’ outlining the aims of the repository was developed. Drawn from my research
into both current practice and partner engagement, the key design features I have concluded
are required are discussed below:
• Integration of tikanga
Practices of engagement such as powhiri, karanga, mihi – and karakia in particular – can
all be tailored for a digital interface. Their overarching purpose, if used, would be to
protect the tangible (archive content) and intangible qualities of the mātauranga Māori
associated with the content being shared.
As with the physical marae, a policy of “welcome all, manaaki all” should apply to the
repository. If the platform allows engagement with a user that has not previously been
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welcomed onto the marae in a traditional manner, some sense of respectful
communication should be integrated. This communication should reflect the cultural
imperatives that are limiting further progress within the platform, yet should do this in a
welcoming manner, explaining how a user could engage further for example.
• Allows at least two modes of access; ‘Restricted’ and ‘Open’
The whare interior has a tapu, set-aside status associated with the knowledge it both
embodies and contains. This should be replicated in the repository design, particularly
in the case of ‘setting-aside’ content specifically related to the whare interior. An example
of this would be to limit online access to content to those who have at least visited the
whare, should a ‘restricted status’ be required by a contributor. This approach could also
better serve sharing of content in the situation where contributors have not been
consulted about open access sharing of their contribution.
• Supports the staff of the Marae
The marae kaitiaki, as key repository partners should be able to continually input to the
platform’s design, structure and functions so it would need to be easily and well
understood by them. The marae kaitiaki could be the most significant users of the
repository, yet they should not necessarily have to manage the platform in any technical
manner.
The digital platform will need to support the marae as a centre for shared learning. The
technologies available on the platform should therefore be tailored for marae users who
typically have a wider age range than Unitec’s archetypal learners. The easier the
interface is to use, the less assistance asked of those staff present when the platform is in
use inside the whare.
• Integrates with Unitec
Integration of the digital platform with other Unitec operational systems should assist in
its sustainability. The working model should strive to demonstrate an affordable and
practical platform that can be improved upon via future research collaborations or
through the input of the institution’s IT department. Amendment of some of Unitec’s
policies may be necessary - to adjust to multiple ownership or shared licensing for
example - but the institution’s overarching online imperatives and its legal obligations
should be being met.

A website as a suitable platform
Drawing together all the research I have done to date, I decided a website was the most
appropriate digital media platform for a working model of the repository. The key reasons
behind this decision are as follows:
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- I have some experience with customizing website templates,
- Design features can integrate tikanga,
- Availability on multiple devices without significant compromise is now very achievable,
- A website can be accessed within (some) mobile apps,
- Strong security features are available for limited access content,
- Shows good potential to interface with other Unitec platforms.
In comparison, a mobile app was:
- Difficult to ensure consistent delivery across different mobile platforms,
- Less secure,
- Less flexible,
- Beyond my capabilities, having no experience in designing/customising apps.
However, a mobile app does offer the opportunity for geo-located access management. A
user could, for example, only access the repository if they were within the whare. The
question then arose: is it better or worse for a user to spend time browsing the repository
when inside the whare? That is, should engagement with the physical whare be favoured
because exploring the repository could be done later? Without clear direction from my
research in answering these questions, I decided I could perhaps test a single app (see the
‘Augmented Reality’ section later in this Chapter) and somehow link that to modeling a
website.
Had I had more time to collaborate with experts in both platforms, I believe the website
would still have offered more of the flexibility and interface options I wanted to explore. At
this point, I consolidated my thoughts around what exactly would inform the website
structure and design by focusing on the set of guidelines I proposed I would write. I had
earlier been questioned about the order in which I would prioritise the guidelines and
model125 to which I had, on reflection, responded that a cycle of development was taking
place. I explained that input/feedback from stakeholders was informing my thoughts about
the guidelines and those, in turn, were influencing my thoughts about the repository design.

Guidelines Development
Objective 6: To produce a set of guidelines to assist in the ongoing development of the proposed
digital media platform.
The original research proposal lays-out the principle aim of the repository: ensuring that
audience access and engagement is encouraged and aligns with the tikanga of the marae. A

125 Richard Fahey, Critic’s response to workshop 2 presentation, Auckland 28 Nov. 2016
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set of guidelines was conceived in order to help Unitec if it decides to support the repository
and to assist in the ongoing development and management of the digital media platform it
elects. The Kaupapa Māori theory underpinnings are clear: the guidelines would support the
repository’s Māori partners and speak on behalf of the intangible qualities embedded in a
Māori world view. In a more functionary manner, the guidelines could be referenced when
policies are changed and inform relationships and decisions despite personnel changes.

Foundational Considerations
In order to determine what shape these guidelines would take, I surveyed key Unitec policies
governing, for example: engagement with Māori, online delivery protocols and integrating
mātauranga Māori. The ‘Māori Success Strategy’, ‘Scholarly Communication Guidelines’
and ‘Electronic Devices and Systems Policy’ were all useful in understanding Unitec’s
direction. For example, the latter policy cites the benefits/aims of fostering collaboration and
communities of practice in teaching, learning and research - internally, nationally and
internationally.
More examples were evident in the Te Noho Kotahitanga partnership agreement and Poutama
Framework. The latter is an overview of how mātauranga Māori, whānau relationships, Te
Reo Māori – among other priorities - can be integrated in all learning and assessment at
Unitec. Using the traditional poutama staircase pattern, the depths to which the
engagement with (or application of) these whole system approaches is taken are represented
by a new, higher level of achievement. Integration of the values of the TNK agreement are
also embedded in the framework.

Education
Amendment Act!

Graduate Profile!

Te Reo Māori, !
at a basic level, !
is evident in
programme design
and content.!

Course!
Content!

Consultation!

Consultation and
engagement with Māori
communities is
established e.g. expert
advice utilized within
the programme.!

Maia Staff !
support to!
engage with Maori
communities.!

Te Reo
Māori !

Enquiry!

Māori staff support is
sought to ensure that
Māori content is
introduced in
programme and course
design at a level that is
accessible to learners !

Te Tiriti o
Waitangi!

Intrinsic!

Te Reo Māori !
specific to curriculum
content is integrated
into the programme.!

Mātauranga!

Māori knowledge!
is included across the
programme e.g.
Mātauranga !
Māori electives and
specific course content.!

Consultation, !
engagement and
collaboration with !
diverse groups in Māori
communities are!
intrinsic. !

Mōhio!

Understand!

Māramatanga!

Te Reo Māori !
is fully integrated
through curriculum
content, learning and
teaching.!

Know!

Te Noho
Kotahitanga!

Whānau!

Knowledge!

Mahi Tahi!

Rangatiratanga!

Whakaritenga!

Pedagogy!

Mātauranga Māori !
is fully integrated
throughout !
the courses !
and programme.!

Kaitiakitanga!

Learning/Teaching !
approaches are enhanced
by understanding of !
Māori knowledge !
concepts e.g. Whare tapa
whā, Te wheke, Ako, ... !

Learning/Teaching !
approaches are inclusive,
reflective and responsive !
to student preferred !
pedagogy with Māori
mentorship sought.!

Skills!

Assessment!

Use of kaupapa !
Māori epistemology,
ontology, pedagogy
and axiology are
intrinsic.!

Tinana!

Ngākau Mahaki!

Reflect!

Assessment
approaches and tools
are designed to be
diverse and
responsive to student
preferred pedagogies.!

Knowledge!

Apply!

Āhuatanga Māori is
applied at all stages of
the assessment process
from design through to
participation.!

Values!

Hinengaro!

Relationships, pastoral care Māori knowledge
and peer support models
concepts are reflected
integrated into curriculum. in the assessment
e.g. tuakana/teina …!
process e.g.
manaakitanga,
whanaungatanga,
rangatiratanga…!

Culturally safe !
learning environment
established with basic
whanaungatanga and
tikanga Māori !
within teaching
activities. !

Relationships!

Students are engaged
in active and reciprocal
relationships with staff,
the environment, Māori
communities and, or
industry. !

Learn!

Emerging!

Demonstrating!

Modeling!

Wairua!

Graduates!

Unitec Institute of Technology!
TE WHARE WĀNANGA O WAIRAKA!
POUTAMA!
Mātauranga Māori in the Living Curriculum !

Community!

POUTAMA!
(Stepped patterns of “tukutuku” panels that symbolise genealogies, and the various levels of learning and intellectual achievement)!
The Education Amendment Act (Act No. 41 of 1990) embedded “Āhuatanga Māori” and allowed provision for Mātauranga Māori as guaranteed under the Treaty of Waitangi. !
Unitec ‘acknowledges the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi’. !
Unitec ensures Te Noho Kotahitanga principles are reflected in all activities.!
Through a successful educational system Unitec can support graduates to effectively engage in the advancement of whānau, hapū, iwi and Māori communities.!
The intent is to propose a three stage progression for the alignment of Mātauranga Māori within all programmes delivered at Unitec.#
Education Act 1989 (section 181 (b)!
Education Amendment Act (Act No. 41 of 1990)!
Unitec’s Academic Strategy!
Reference to explanation of mātauranga Māori is seen in Unitec’s Māori Success Strategy 2011:23!

Figure 10: Te Poutama Self-Assessment Tool
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The Poutama Self-Assessment Tool, has an accompanying Guidelines on making it happen
document.126. Very recently, an e-Book127 was released reporting on the previous year’s
“uptake of this model as a valuable tool to support curriculum development and embedding
of mātauranga Māori.”128
The questions then for me to consider were: does Unitec need more guidelines? and if so,
about what? An answer to both was evident in a dictionary definition of ‘guideline’: “official
advice - an official recommendation indicating how something should be done or what sort
of action should be taken in a particular circumstance”.129 Whilst the TNK agreement and
Poutama framework provide a set of values, overviews and directions to the Unitec
community, I decided more detail specific to engaging with Māori about sharing content
online is definitely required. Future Unitec staff (hopefully) developing the repository
should not have to read this exegesis to understand what they should be doing. In searching
for examples of how guidelines are written, I examined examples of ‘Cultural Safety’
guidelines used for best practice in institutions. Those developed by the nursing sector were
most resonant with what I was envisaging because of their use of simple instructions to
someone having to engage with others.130
My final consideration was: are values sufficient as a guide? The TNK agreement again
offered me a term of reference: “[Principle] III. Guardianship – Unitec accepts responsibility
as a critical guardian of knowledge”131 The question this statement made me ask was: how
can Unitec know how to enact this responsibly without Māori input? My conclusion was
that Unitec - as is asserted by Kaupapa Māori theory’s promotion of engagement over
consultation - would need to engage with Māori repository partners. The guidelines then
would need to advise Unitec on how to take responsibility for meeting the Māori repository
partners’ needs and aspirations as well as its own.

126 Unitec Institute of Technology, “POUTAMAGUIDELINES.doc”, 31 Oct. 2015, http://thenest.unitec.ac.nz/unitecintranet/teaching-and-research/dean-teachingand-learning-matauranga-maori/the-poutama.cfm
127 Dr. Teorongonui Josie Keelan, Unitec Institute of Technology, “A Reflection And Collation Of The Year's Work On The Poutama Self Assessment Tool 2015”, 15
Feb 2016, http://thenest.unitec.ac.nz/unitecintranet/fms//Resource%20Toolbox/Poutama1.pdf
128 ibid., 3
129 Microsoft Word online dictionary definition, accessed 22 Nov. 2015
130 Nursing Council of New Zealand, “Guidelines for Cultural Safety, the Treaty of Waitangi and Maori Health in Nursing Education and Practice”, 10 Oct 2015,
http://pro.healthmentoronline.com/assets/Uploads/refract/pdf/Nursing_Council_cultural-safety11.pdf
131 Unitec Institute of Technology, “Our Partnership”, 31 Oct. 2015, http://www.unitec.ac.nz/Māori/who-we-are/our-partnership
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A Responsibility Framework
It was thus decided to frame the guidelines in terms of four ‘key areas of responsibility’:
access, engagement, use and preservation. These areas were identified as representing all
aspects of effective repository design and management, including an archive function. As a
manifestation of the reflections outlined above, I decided the framework for the guidelines
should integrate the principles outlined in the TNK agreement for the overarching values they
promote. Below is the Online Repository Framework I developed having envisaged a simple,
one page document to present to Unitec:
Online Repository Framework
TNK Partnership
Repository Guidelines

Mahi Kotahitanga
Engage with others in a spirit of
generosity and co-operation

Wakaritenga
Each partner has a legitimate right to be
here, to speak freely in either language
and to put its resources to use for the
benefit of all

Kaitiakitanga
Accept responsibility as a critical
guardian of knowledge

Responsibilities of Access (to the Repository)
•
•
Ngākau Māhaki
Value each partner’s heritage and customs, current needs and future aspirations

Rangatiratanga
Accept that Māori have authority over
and responsibility for all teaching and
learning relating to the Māori
dimensions of knowledge

•

Ensure methods of online encounter
reflect Tikanga Måori
Uphold Conditions of Access
stipulated by contributors
Communicate ‘Taonga’ status of
content and its associated
mātauranga

Responsibilities of Engagement (with
Repository Partners)
•
•
•
•

Justify partner trust and confidence
in Unitec
Work respectfully with partners to
best meet their aspirations
Maintain effective records of partner
information
Provide mechanisms for
reciprocation

Responsibilities of Use
•
•
•
•

Identify and provide deliverables
suitable to partners
Ensure attribution is clear, accurate
and thorough
Ensure usage conditions are
communicated
Consult with contributors before
making changes

Responsibilities of Preservation
•
•
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Further to the framework described above, more explanatory notes have been written as had
been done with the Poutama framework. The supplementary Online Repository Manual
provides Unitec with potential actions, approaches and some questions for consideration.
Underpinning the explanatory notes is a focus on prioritising the Maōri repository partners
in order to uphold Māori cultural integrity and ensure the taonga status of the marae is
maintained. The Online Repository Guidelines then are based on all the research carried out
for this project, and the considerations made during the development and trialing of a
website model. The final two documents that make up this second output from the research
project appear as Appendix 3.
Website Development
Squarespace.com, a useful modeling tool.
This website service provider was chosen because it offered easily adaptable, web authoring
using an attractive set of potential templates. The selling point was not the price, but the
powerful engines Squarespace uses to update, almost immediately, across all platforms
capable of implementing a browser. To be able to modify a website page and quickly see
how it looked on a mobile device was useful when considering users and their preferred
browser devices. As significant in my decision was the familiarity my supervisor had with
Squarespace and his faith in their support services should they be required.
A bespoke, locally hosted model would have been preferred. However, as a part-time
researcher working full-time, collaboration with research partners within Unitec from the IT
sector was beyond my capability. The main aim has been to model a platform that could
demonstrate the research and its underpinning theories. I thus committed to using
Squarespace and began to develop a structure for the website.

Website Design
The website structure was first laid-out on paper in flowchart fashion. Some basic features
determined by my research and the guidelines framework were integrated early on:
- A landing page that performs a welcoming function
- Early determination of the site visitor’s history in visiting both the site and physical marae
- Karanga or karakia for those who haven’t been to the marae as a means of recognising
their status as manuhiri (requiring an appropriate virtual process to connect them to the
mauri of the content).
- Provision of both open access and restricted access sections.
- Expression of manaakitanga when advising why a site visitor is restricted from going
further. That is, offer clear and considerate ‘conditions of access’ and offer links that can
provide information about what a visitor can do to access the restricted section.
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- Integration with other existing online marae content in a manner that doesn’t usurp the
other web pages’ purpose.
- Affirmation of the manawhenua repository partners via links to their websites. This was
extended to ‘connected iwi’ such as Ngāti Manawa who had gifted the tōtara logs used for
the pou.

Figure 11: Early website structure flowcharts

I then selected a Squarespace website template that already had some structure reflecting the
flowchart and a background colour that would compliment the images envisaged. The use of
photographs was an early design point: to reflect the beauty of TNK marae and the whare’s
spectacular artwork. That is, to allow the whare to speak to its visitors in a virtual realm, just
as it does in the physical realm. Photographs of the whare interior, exterior and marae atea
were taken with the intention of using interior photos only in the restricted access section;
again, replicating the physical experience.132
The tensions that emerged as the template was customised were:
- My structure versus the basic web design principle of ‘as few clicks as possible to get the
user to where they want to be’.
- A suitable looking font that allows macron use – for effective representation of Māori
pronunciation - and is consistently presented on all delivery platforms.
- User expectation versus reflection of tikanga. For example, the plan was for all users to
hear an entire mihi, karanga or karakia before moving off a webpage, in order to envelop
them in Māori rituals of encounter. To help accommodate this, a mihi was chosen for
the ‘landing page’ that was sufficiently short yet was culturally appropriate.

132 Photographs taken in Ngākau Māhaki by kind permission of Te Noho Kotahitanga Marae.
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Figure 12: 3rd website structure flowchart

Two extra sections were added to the structure. A management page provides site visitors
with information ‘about how the repository works’ or ‘how to add content’. Here a user
would find the final repository guidelines, rights statements and deposit agreements. An
‘origins’ page provides site visitors with this exegesis and quick links to some of the digital
tools investigated during the research. These sections, it was determined, should sit at the
same navigation level as the public access section. The restricted access login page and the
‘how to access’ page would sit one level lower, still only two or three clicks from the landing
page.

Figure 13: Final website structure
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Incorporation of Te Reo Māori
Many of the outcomes pointed to by the Online Repository Guidelines are achievable with an
English only website. For me to put on a ‘Māori design hat’ fully however, centrally requires
consideration of Te Reo Māori. It is my experience that using Te Reo Māori prioritises
Māori worldviews and that concepts can change when words are translated.
To this end, I worked again with the marae kaitiaki - principally with Hohepa Renata – with
the aim of reconciling what I had so far with what might change if Te Reo Māori was more
formally integrated. As it turned out, no significant issues arose since I had been so
conscious of integrating Māori approaches to engagement into the structure. However, some
thought and brainstorming was done over which kupu Māori to use - for text associated with
the restricted and public access options in particular - and this prompted me to find an
appropriate Māori name for the repository.
Having discussed several options around the idea of a storehouse (pātaka, whakaruruhau,
pūkenga and puna) with several of the marae kaitiaki, I settled on the name ‘Te Rua’. Te
Rua refers to a storage pit for kūmara befitting a storehouse of mātauaranga Māori that one
can enter. The notions of inside and outside were important to me too; they reflect activities
in and outside the wharenui and imply tapu/noa aspects.
Hohepa provided translations of all text utilised in the website to enable a Te Reo Māori
version should there be time to establish how exactly to do one using Squarespace.

Finalising a Prototype
A significant step in completing Te Rua should have been deciding what content would be
put where. However, the binary option of inside/outside, restricted access/public access,
tapu/noa, noho pū/noho wātea has made this relatively simple. The public access/noho
wātea section houses any content whose contributors have agreed to allowing their content to
be shared with all visitors. This section also provides links to content already available
online. The restricted access/noho pū section houses any content whose contributors have
agreed to anyone who has visited the marae - or is permitted via an engagement process – to
view their content.
Whilst Te Rua was being built, I had been concerned about protecting content for which I
had limited permission of use, that is, for the sole purpose of demonstrating my research.
Regardless of any password security features I may have been able to build, I was not
prepared to compromise the agreements I had made with the contributors by loading their
content into a cloud-based platform. A solution was found in deciding to demonstrate the
model by replicating the look and navigational capabilities of Te Rua on a second computer
that would host - in a stand-alone fashion – the ‘restricted content’ area of the site.
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In reflecting on the challenges of producing a user-friendly website, I found the biggest
challenge has been to provide a structure that is intuitively navigated yet reflects indigenous
engagement concepts. The other challenges were, I expect, the standard ones a novice webbuilder would experience of utilising succinct text and working within the confinements of a
‘drag and drop’ interface for webdesign. I am deeply indebted to Dr. Johnson Witehira and
Hohepa Renata for their assistance in completing my working model of a digital platform,
formerly named: Te Rua Prototype. A photo sequence of the website structure follows:
Figure 14: The Landing Page

Features: Mihi plays, Landing Page explained in Te Reo/English
Photograph looking into whare interior asks “Have you been here before?”
Links to: Home Page, Conditions of Access

Figure 15: 2nd level pages

Home Page
Photograph of whare entrance from exterior
Images link to Level 3 pages,
Buttons link to Level 4 pages

Conditions of Access Page
Photograph of whare back wall
Conditions explained in Te Reo/English
Links to: Home Page; (would ideally play Kāranga)
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Figure 16: Te Rua Management Page (Level 3)

Set up to provide information about Te Rua
Links to : Repository Guidelines, ‘How to submit content’,
Deposit agreement examples
NB: A link to the official Unitec Marae website is at the bottom of all pages

Figure 17: Public Content Page(Level 3)

Set up to house all content considered ‘open access’ using
links to host sites or embedded content with attributions provided.
Photograph of detail from front porch
Links to : Mana whenua & Connected Iwi’s own websites

Figure 18: Te Rua Origins Page (Level 3)

Set up to provide information about Te Rua’s development
links to: Exegesis and other explanatory Research documents
Photograph of detail from maihi (still an exterior shot)
Links to : other similar environments investigated
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Figure 19: 4th and 5th level pages

Restricted Content Page on 4 th level
Photograph of whare interior
Content here is available to anyone who has visited the
marae - or is permitted following an email request

Request for Access Page
Link from 4th level, Visit the Marae Page
Photograph of whare front door
Facilitates email submission requesting access

Opportunities for Other, Innovative Technologies
My research produced a wealth of provocations for what else could be done with other,
innovative technologies. I took the opportunity to investigate two in order to demonstrate
the capabilities of a platform - such as a website - to either integrate other digital tools or be
integrated into them. The first exciting technology I experimented with was augmented
reality (AR).
Augmented Reality
Defined as “[a perceived reality] where a display (phone, tablet or glasses) combines real and
virtual content in 3D, interactively and in real-time” 133, AR is being used in gaming, retail
and context-enhancing applications. For example, ‘The HEART of Nelson’ app combines
AR with geo-mapping to overlay historical images of sites over the real-time view provided
by a mobile device. With future technologies at its focus, ‘The Mindlab by Unitec’
introduces a free app, ‘Aurasma’ to the school children it holds IT workshops with.
Once I had discovered that Aurasma is more powerful when used with its browser-based
editing tool, I started experimenting. I took several photographs, close and wide of different
views within the whare. These were tested as ‘markers’, the images that trigger the app to
display AR content. Those markers providing more consistent triggering became the starting
points for a set of ‘aura’s (the AR enhanced view a user gets when pointing a mobile device
loaded with the app in the same direction as the marker).
133 Maggie Buxton, “Tricksters, Technology and Spirit: Practising Place in Aotearoa-New Zealand”, 23 Nov. 2015, unpublished PhD thesis,
http://aut.researchgateway.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10292/8847/Final%20Proof%20June%202015.pdf?sequence=1, xi, 62
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My aim was to explore how this technology worked and how it might enhance a user’s
experience of the whare. A variety of learning opportunities were conceived, one or two per
‘aura’, as listed below:
- Contextual information about the whare (such as: pou/pattern names, simple statements
explaining key features like ‘raranga’ )
- Embedded videos (such as an online archival news item about the whare opening)
- ‘self discovery’ activities prompting users to a second action (such as: ‘Find the lowest
kowhaiwhai pattern on the pou to your immediate right’)
A demonstration occurred as a part of my third development workshop. It required the
loading of four iPads from a class set with the same log-in to my Aurasma account. By preloading the auras into a private partition within the cloud-based app, I felt some security
about the content I had provided. I also found other ways to protect content. For example,
in Figure 20 below, I used a prompt to the user to move to a local demonstration computer
elsewhere in order to view my video of Lyonel speaking - rather than embed the video in the
‘cloud’.

Figure 20: Screenshot taken from within the Auramsa Studio editing application.134

Notes from my experimentation are listed below:
- Using own photographs for auras easy but hard to get them consistently triggering:
Best results from ‘distant views’ in which the app recognises ‘broad shapes’,
detail of a pou seems to ‘confuse’ the app, changing light conditions can be a problem;
- Flow-chart type planning required to build effective content exploration (users will need
to tap on this text, then the text will need to trigger the movie, etc),
- Definite restrictions using a free app with respect to what is possible,
134 Aurasma, https://studio.aurasma.com/login, Video still of Lyonel Grant taken in Ngākau Māhaki by kind permission of Te Noho Kotahitanga Marae.
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- Cloud-based content undesirable,
- Unfamiliarity with the technology means some ‘training’ of users required:
Where to stand for best result, intuitive enough once started,
- Attendees were more interested in the iPad exploration than the website also being
demonstrated,
- The management of multiple people using devices at the same time needs to be carefully
balanced in an environment like the whare.

Figure 21: Demonstration of Aurasma app on iPad inside Ngākau Māhaki135

In summary, there is great potential for an AR app to be utilised at TNK marae. The
provision of good ‘content in context’ is very possible if the ‘wow factor’ is balanced with
pedagogy. Extensive self-driven exploration of many facets of the marae’s interior or exterior
environment could be designed. A customised app much like the ‘Papakura app’ - in which
the content is loaded onto the mobile device and the content can only be triggered at the
marae - should be developed.
360° Video
This technology combines video shot on special camera rigs - usually six cameras with ‘fisheye’ lenses covering 360x180 degrees of vision136 - with browser plugins to provide streaming
of video in 360°. A viewer can use ‘drag and view’ on a mouse/trackpad or ‘rotate and view’
on a mobile device to view 360° footage without fuss. 360° content is already impressing
viewers with its ‘roller coaster ride’ offerings; for example, viewers can experience 360° views
from a jet pilot or surfer’s helmet.

135 Photograph of Huhana Ruri-Panapa taken in Ngākau Māhaki by kind permission of Te Noho Kotahitanga Marae.
136 360° Videos, “Home”, 11 Nov 2015, http://www.360-degree-video.com/
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Again, my aim was to explore how this technology worked and how it might enhance a user’s
experience of the whare. I asked Staples Productions - a company starting to specialize in
producing 360° content – to shoot footage both from below the maihi and inside. This
process was simple; the camera rig is mounted on a tripod and left to capture video for 5 to
10 minutes to allow the video editor to loop footage of a shorter duration with reasonably
consistent light.
Without moving the camera, or having subjects moving around it, the experience is of an
empty building or marae atea. This suited my demonstration proposition, which was to
provide – through the website – a 360° navigation of the whare interior and exterior.
However, exposing the interior of the whare in such a ‘real’ and interactive way, does
somewhat simulate being there; hence the popularity of 360° navigation in real estate
websites. The footage would therefore need to be in the Restricted Content section of the
repository. Then, because Te Rua is hosted by a cloud-based server, the demonstration of
this footage needed to be on the ‘simulator’ computer; alongside the ‘demonstration only’
footage of Lyonel, and the Taonga Puoro workshop. As a note, the exterior footage was
conceived as a reciprocal offering; Staples Productions, for providing me with the footage,
have permission from the Marae Kaitiaki to use the exterior footage for promotional
purposes.
Like an AR app, there is great potential for 360° video content to add more exploration of
Te Nohokotahitanga marae; this time whilst browsing an online repository. With more
time, I would like to have researched adding contextual information (such as the names of
pou) or links (to other repository content) as a viewer navigates in 360°.

Conclusion
In this chapter a website was identified as the most suitable digital media platform for an
online repository housing audiovisual content associated with TNK marae. The codevelopmental aspects of the project were then related as I drew upon my research into
current practice and reconciled that with a newly developed Online Repository Framework to
produce an effective website design. This framework constituted, along with the Online
Repository Manual, my second project output: the Online Repository Guidelines. The
implementation of my third project output - the Te Rua Prototype - was then detailed,
including considerations paid to ‘te reo Māori me ōna tikanga’. The chapter culminates in
my exploration of AR and 360° video as significant digital tools utilised in my research
demonstrations.
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The next chapter begins with feedback resulting from some practical demonstrations of Te
Rua and the Aurasma app. It then relates my own findings and evaluations with respect to
the entire project.
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6. Evaluations
This chapter provides a critical appraisal of the finished work and the Kaupapa Māori
framework used. The chapter format is a response to the sixth research objective: To evaluate
the model and guidelines with reference to identified stakeholders.
It begins with data drawn from an evaluation form used at a practical demonstration of the
project outputs. My own reflections around the Te Rua Prototype website and the supporting
Online Repository Guidelines are then given with respect to both the demonstration
evaluations, critic’s feedback to my final workshop presentation, and the aims of the research.
I then relate the outcomes from a final focus group held near the completion of the project as
a part of my appraisal of the project’s contribution to knowledge around sharing taonga
online and its expression of a Kaupapa Māori methodology. I conclude with some thoughts
to future possibilities for the project outputs and my potential part in them.
Workshop 3
The demonstration and presentation I presented at this workshop were important to me
because, by this milestone, my project should be very complete; the critics are there to give
final feedback before the exam.
My working model of Te Rua and several Aurasma auras were demonstrated to
approximately eight people who arrived in time to sit down at the two desktop computers
housing the website or use one of the four iPads to try the Aurasma app. Five people filled-in
a paper evaluation form anonymously (Appendix 11). Their responses are related below:
- Question 1: How was the experience of using the website to engage with the content?
Two respondents did not get as far as using the website, whilst one explained that they
wanted to “feel something about a special and artistic place like a whare”. Another found
the website “mostly straightforward” but felt some “additional cues for dummies like me”
were necessary. The fifth respondent felt the “use of imagery was useful first and
foremost”.
Of those who accessed the site, all rated their experience ‘4’ or higher (between ‘ok’ and
‘easy’)
- Question 2. How was the experience of using a mobile device to engage with the whare?
Two respondents gave the same comments about preferring to feel something and
wanting a bit more assistance. The other three respondents were confident with iPads.
Two made the following encouraging comments: “great to read and watch footage that
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supplied more info about what you were looking at”, “links with overlays showed further
content [that was] nicely presented” “triggers activated quickly”. The final respondent
noticed the open door of the whare caused the app some problems with triggering.
Of those who accessed Aurasma auras on an iPad, all rated their experience ‘3’ or higher
(between ‘ok’ and ‘enjoyable’)
- Question 3. Do you think the technologies experienced today support an engagement
with the mātauaranga that is appropriate to you?
One respondent liked “this low key approach enabling transfer of information without
being intrusive in the space”. They also recognized that “the management of multiple
people using devices at the same time needs to be carefully balanced.” A second suggested
“a list of further resources such as theoretical/philosophical/ethical ideas” for the AR
experience. This person also suggested an “FAQ book”. A third was “keen to view [more]
historical info about each pou”.
All five respondents rated their experience ‘4’ or higher (‘very much so’)
- Question 4. Would you use this technology as part of your work (should the resources be
available to do so)? Or support your staff/colleagues to use it in their work? Please
comment as to why and how, or why not?
One respondent stated the technology was “not specifically appropriate to my field”. The
other four respondents all replied “yes” with the following comments: “If and where
appropriate – great as a resource for an enquiry project with students”, “Great to
demonstrate rangahau and have participants engaged in discovering more knowledge –
and using [it] to deepen their understanding of tikanga Māori”, “Yes, I need this
information”
- Question 5. Any other comments (e.g. possible uses?; usefulness? potential issues?; specific
challenges?; future improvements?; etc)
The same respondent who had preferred to “feel something” earlier commented that such
technology “has to be…we need it” adding that others could “select it or not”.
A second self-proclaimed ‘new user’ stated: “with this kind of knowledge available, I
would be encouraged to explore more and more and tutū beyond just a quick fix info
source.” They identified the technology as “another relationship building resource.”
The final respondent who made comments here provided a list of possible uses:
“teaching resource”
“example for how to balance tikanga, mātauranga, kawa Māori with meaningful
engagement and kaitiakitanga”
“Deepening engagement for anyone who feels connected to the whare”
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“Deepening engagement with the mātauranga”
Overall then, the responses to this demonstration of the Te Rua Prototype website and some
Aurasma app encounters were on the higher side of positive. My reflections from the
feedback about the Aurasma demonstration have been integrated into the previous chapter.
Those reflections for the website demonstration appear below. The 360° video content had
not been integrated into the website at the time of the demonstration during workshop 3.
Critic’s Feedback
I have included below the thoughtful questions posed to me by my two critics – Rau
Hoskins (RH) and Richard Fahey (RF) - following this workshop as they have helped
evaluate the project in broader terms than those my objectives sought to answer. My
responses are written below as an amalgamation of what I said then and further thoughts in
consideration of a future repository.
RH: “This is long overdue, given the amount of interest the whare has generated…Have you
thought about use by other, non-institutional, non pan-tribal, less accessible marae?”
VG: I think karakia has the power to make stuff accessible. If we can make the
technology understandable to those who understand karakia and tikanga, then they will
help find a way that they are happy with. Having a simple restricted and public access
option will help them provide access based in their own tikanga.
RH: “How will the kaitiaki manage…technically…the way they choose content?”
VG: There will always be a variation of opinions around curation. I think the answer is in
ongoing engagement. I have often said the hope is for some kind of social networking
aspect to the repository whereby comments about what content is ‘liked’ or ‘not-liked’ for
example. The curators might make decisions informed by this.
RH: “So the conversation that the site generates might help with its maintenance”.
RF: “ If [you’d] had unlimited time and resources, what might it be?”
VG: It would be something that inspires Lyonel and Judy to think what they have created
has other life and they can engage with it still. For example, someone could post a
question up and Lyonel could respond to it. It’s got it’s own thing happening and it’s
working in a way that the whare operates physically. It embraces you, it feeds you and you
have a bit more ‘zing’ to go outside with.
RF: “Has the digital always been a given? … We’re told digital technology can fulfill all
functions. Is there anything you have encountered around this?”
VG: There is a tension around when the technology might be used in the whare but that’s
more about the management of people in the whare. Ideally you set up approaches to the
use of the technology that have them forever upholding the works as taonga.
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RH: “This comes into that notion of ‘sensory pollution’. The notion that there’s a purity
of the unimpeded interaction with a whare…and that’s an ongoing discussion that
museums are having all the time.”
RF: “Does digital technology change knowledge or our apprehension of knowledge?”
VG: There is a continuum of responses to the idea of virtual taonga and the idea of these
having their own separate mauri. I think this helps Māori maintain a sense of respect for
the virtual taonga or the mātauranga it embodies. For Māori, I think it is also linked to
whakapapa; it’s all about getting the connection of where that taonga comes from. If we
can engage people digitally with taonga in a way that they can connect then I think the
technology is helping, not changing knowledge. In terms of apprehension, it’s all about
how we do it online, not what is online.
RH: “There’s this encouragement dimension to the material. There’s a lot of content
which is there and you make it clear that you need to actually come here…that just
engaging with the digital alone is not sufficient. I think that’s a really important
dimension. Then there’s the augmenting … there’s the encouragement aspect and then
there’s the [deepened understanding].”
Te Rua Online Prototype
The digital media platform modeled in the research seeks to support Unitec’s diverse and
changing learning community, while upholding the cultural integrity of Māori stakeholders.
With respect to the research aim above, I do think Te Rua upholds the cultural integrity of
those I identified as partners. The opening mihi and the requiring of visitors to undergo a
more circuitous route to get to the repository are expressions of tikanga; they mirror
something of a ritual of encounter. The explanations to visitors about why they might not
proceed further into the repository express manaakitanga through the use of welcoming yet
assertive communications. The attributions given acknowledge all content providers’ rights
to their IP. This and the placement of content into the appropriate public or restricted
section of the repository show recognition of the mana of both the content and the
contributor. All these systematic considerations – along with the aesthetic of the template
and the photographs used - uphold the taonga status of the content, even when it is shared
publicly. It is not the restricted access aspect that makes the content a taonga after all - it is
the way in which it has been treated and the connections we make with it.
Some aspects of the intended design were not achievable within the selected Squarespace
platform. I struggled to find a mechanism by which I could keep site visitors from moving
on from the landing page before Hohepa Renata’s opening mihi, ‘Piki mai rā taku manu’
had ended, despite it being a shorter, twenty second version. The intention of having visitors
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‘washed’ by the welcoming words this mihi evokes would be lost, should they choose to
move on before it ends.
As noted earlier, utilising a cloud-based server was also not suitable with respect to content
for which I had ‘demonstration only’ permission. I was not prepared to store this content
anywhere but a local server and so, I decided to simulate the Restricted Content section on a
second desktop screen. Also, I placed content such as ‘Tapuwae’ on the same simulator
because there are no signed permissions for this documentary. I did this despite a DVD
version being available in the Māori section of Unitec’s library whereupon any staff or
student can view it. Whilst the message for me here is to ensure adequate consent forms are
used (and always before the filming), I do feel the use of a restricted section for content such
as this is appropriate.
Te Rua does not require log-in codes to allow the four various types of visitor access, and so,
this may compromise my objective of creating a ‘working model’. I felt I could justify this
because visitors would only arrive at a set of still images of the actual content. Moreover, I
wanted visitors to move freely all the way to the Restricted Content section when exploring
the website.
Finally, those who responded with comments after visiting Te Rua have offered some insight
into how the modeled platform might support Unitec’s diverse and changing learning
community. The potential to use such a platform as a teaching resource, be it for an
“enquiry project, … demonstrating rangahau”137, or simply for “Deepening engagement with
the mātauranga”138 was clearly picked-up on by the respondents. Seeing people easily
navigating through the website and then having one comment: “[an] example for how to
balance tikanga, mātauranga, kawa Māori with meaningful engagement and kaitikitanga”139
was very rewarding.
Online Repository Guidelines
These guidelines were conceived in order to help Unitec if it, in the first instance, decides to
support the repository, and secondly, to assist in the ongoing development and management
of the digital media platform it elects.

137 Anonymous response on ‘Te Rua Demonstration’ evaluation form, 23.11.15
138 ibid
139 ibid
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The design of the carefully worded one-page Online Repository Framework document echoes
the TNK agreement for two reasons. Firstly, they are both simply worded and reasonably
easy to read, making for a stronger message; this ‘message’ could also be referenced when
policies are changed. Secondly, the Online Repository Framework builds on the values the
TNK agreement promotes in order to assert the importance of responsible engagement. By
establishing four ‘key areas of responsibility’ - access, engagement, use and preservation – the
document also makes simple statements about where the work is required to deliver in all
aspects of effective repository design and management, including an archive function.
By including more explanatory notes, the Online Repository Manual provides Unitec with
clear actions and approaches. This manual advises Unitec on how to take responsibility for
meeting the Māori repository partners’ needs and aspirations as well as its own. As a
reflection of Kaupapa Māori praxis, the guidelines would support the repository’s Māori
partners and speak on behalf of the intangible qualities embedded in Māori worldviews.
In terms of more practical considerations, the explanations in the manual could well be too
specific to what I have done here in this project. The next step then would be – through the
development of another platform – to make amendments, as with all good manuals.
Finally, I hope the Online Repository Guidelines documents would inform relationships and
decisions despite personnel changes at Unitec. This hope carries through to use of the
guidelines for new, unforseen technologies and digital platforms. Underpinning the
guidelines after-all, is a prioritizing of the Maōri repository partners in order to uphold
Māori cultural integrity and ensure the taonga status of the marae is maintained.
Marae kaitiaki Focus Group – Reconvened 16.11.15
My aims for this hui were to update the marae kaitiaki and seek their final input before I
presented at my third workshop. With respect to maintaining ongoing engagement, I felt
more comfortable presenting this final workshop after a check-in with my key repository
partners.
Three of the seven participants had been at the first wānanga. I presented a final draft Online
Repository Framework to them and talked-through my upcoming presentation and how far I
had got with the Te Rua website. Several participants were very familiar with the latter
project as I had been developing the website structure and Te Reo Māori components with
them.
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The group were very encouraged by the Online Repository Framework and excited by what
they saw of the website. They felt the project outputs reflected a great need on their part.
When asked ‘Are there any gaps?’, the reply was generally ‘no’, but two future possibilities
were triggered:
- A photo gallery of Ngākau Māhaki with appropriate attribution/protection,
- A database of taonga gifted to marae that includes photos and current contact
information of donors. As a sign of reciprocity, the photos could be put in the repository
with a mihi to the donors attached.
Further considerations were made about a future online repository:
- The dynamic of a mainstream institution looking after it [the marae as a taonga,
mātauranga Māori] is a bit different to [what] our iwi and hapū [would do],
- We would need someone dedicated to [the repository],
- [A rangatahi group] are looking into their own Mukurtu site and found the Mukurtu
people very helpful once contacted. It sounds similar to what [I am] looking at.
From these comments, I reflected about how the guidelines are focused on Unitec. I do
think they are sufficiently broad to be useful/transferable to others. Also, the Mukurtu
platform, like some of the other technologies and platforms explored in my study – the
Papakura Marae app in particular - clearly show potential to be utilised in a future,
permanent repository for Unitec. More research would of course be required, so as a staring
point, I have generated the An Overview of Current Digital Tools and Approaches document as
a research output (Appendix 2).
Finally, the conversation turned to ongoing issues the staff had experienced since we last
talked. With the confidentiality of all in mind, the issues related by the focus group were
both examples of seeking permissions to use images of the whare - or resources created
within - and then using these in contexts that no longer maintained a connection with the
source. I could only suggest we start to adopt best practice ourselves and then refer to this as
exemplars. It occurred to me at this stage, that I had, through the project, developed some
clarity about how to respond to these very common issues.
Participation and Engagement / Using a Theoretical Framework
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Kaupapa Māori research should strive to be critically
transformative and to support the research needs and aspirations of Māori communities.140
The final focus group hui confirmed to me that I had achieved this research goal: the
specifically Māori-centered content for the repository was generated by a whānau of

140 Smith, L.T, 2012, Smith G.H. 2012; Hoskins & Jones 2012; Pihama, 2010
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contributors whose values and beliefs are upheld by the research.141 With respect to my own
part in ‘designing’ something, I believe that whilst joining a shared aspiration, I have applied
my skills to develop a practical output that very much reflects my own ideas and aspirations.
Further to this, I can reflect on the transformative power of working with supervisors who
are treated like partners in the research. My interactions with the three supervisors I have
had over the majority of the project’s duration, have, I think, been participatory and
educative for both myself and them.

141 Tracey Gardner, “Kaupapa Māori [visual communication] design Investigating ‘visual communication design by Māori, for Māori’, through practice, process and
theory” Unpublished thesis, Te Papa Hou, 9 Feb. 2016, http://otago-test.ourarchive.ac.nz/handle/10523/4902: p. xv
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7. Future Directions
The future use of this online repository design for adaption by other Māori communities or
other indigenous communities is at the forefront of my ambitions.
In parallel with the example set by the globally unique Ngākau Māhaki – as a piece of
indigenous architecture, as a flagship wharewhakairo and “a national treasure”142 - a more
resourced and tested version of Te Rua could be an exemplary model for other marae,
institutional or otherwise.
My next steps towards this would be:
- to keep the Te Rua Prototype website going for several months, having built-in an online
survey, much like that used at workshop 3,
- repeat the final examination presentation to Unitec – as a significant partner in the
repository - incorporating the feedback from both that exam and the online survey.
To respond to the research question, the Te Rua prototype does model a digital media
platform that can facilitate engagement with the taonga contained in Unitec’s wharenui, Te
Ngākau Māhaki.
With respect to asking ‘which digital media platform best ‘facilitates engagement’, my
conclusion is that technology is changing too fast to identify a single, future-proof platform.
However, the guidelines I have developed would assist in any ongoing development of a
digital media platform Unitec identifies as appropriate for its use. The guidelines would also
support Unitec in sharing mātauranga Māori online to its diverse and changing learning
community - while upholding the cultural integrity of Māori partners.
To conclude, I therefore repeat my personal view (as related earlier in Chapter 2) which I
endeavored to support with this project:
Online sharing of mātauranga Māori associated with the marae must be guided by, in
particular, the aspirations and needs of those whose mana is manifested in that knowledge.
Then, in order to maintain that mana, the sharing must utilise tikanga, such as protocols of
engagement, that are appropriate to the kaitiaki, the guardians of the whare. As also was
stated at the beginning, these views were manifested in a reinterpretation of a whakatauāki I
was introduced to when the whare was being built:
He whare tū ki te pā tūwatawata, koina te tohu rangatira.
A virtual marae is strengthened by the application of tikanga.

142 Unitec Institute of Technology, “A Vision Beyond It’s Time / Moemoea kei tua i tōnā wā”, (Auckland: Unitec Institute of Technology, n.d.)
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I return also to the original impetus for the project: a hope that by capturing the original
artist’s recollections and narratives around their work, many other stories will be told. The
desire to have some insight into the meanings and thoughts behind each taonga is common
to all who visit Ngākau Māhaki. Those stories from the other kaimahi, mana whenua,
kaitiaki, and reflections from others such as staff, students or manuhiri, could perhaps all
then be uploaded too.
I look to the whare, as an embodiment of te Ao Māori and an expression of tikanga, for a
final prompt as to how this might be done. Hence, I return to the project title:
Virtualising the stories of Ngākau Māhaki.
Mā te whare e arahi Let the whare be the guide.
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Appendices
1. Te Noho Kotahitanga Agreement

Our partnership
Te Noho Kotahitanga is a partnership document created in 2001 to express Unitec's
commitment to the Treaty of Waitangi.
The document puts five principles into practice to underpin Unitec's goals. These are:
Rangatiratanga - Authority and Responsibility
Wakaritenga - Legitimacy
Kaitiakitanga - Guardianship
Nohotahi - Co-operation
Ngākau Mahaki – Respect

Kupu Whakatau
Ko te Tiriti o Waitangi te kawenata mo to tatau motu, Aotearoa.
He kawenata whakahirahira, ko te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka e tautoko ana i te noho
kotahitanga a te Māori me te Pākehā.
Ko te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka ka u tonu ki te whakamana i ngā kaupapa me ona
puawaitanga.

Preamble
The Treaty of Waitangi is the founding document of New Zealand.
Unitec acknowledges the great importance of this living, dynamic document, and will
continue to respect and promote the equal standing which it confers on Māori and Pākehā.
Unitec will put the following values into practice in pursuing its goals:
I - Rangatiratanga
E whakarite ana te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka ki te putake ake o te rangatiratanga o te
Māori me ngā matauranga Māori.
I - Authority and Responsibility
Unitec accepts the principle that Māori have authority over and responsibility for all
teaching and learning relating to the Māori dimensions of knowledge.
II - Wakaritenga
E whakarite ana te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka ki te mana o tena, o tena, ki te noho kotahi, ki
te puaki i tona ake reo, ki te whakamahi i ngā rawa mo ngā iwi katoa.
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II - Legitimacy
Unitec believes that each partner has a legitimate right to be here, to speak freely in either
language, and to put its resources to use for the benefit of all.
III - Kaitiakitanga
E whakarite ana te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka ki te kaitiakitanga o ngā taonga matauranga.
III - Guardianship
Unitec accepts responsibility as a critical guardian of knowledge.
IV - Mahi Kotahitanga
E whakarite ana te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka kia tau he ngakau mahaki i roto i ngā mahi
katoa.
IV - Co-operation
Unitec affirms that a spirit of generosity and co-operation will guide all its actions.
V - Ngakau Mahaki
E whakarite ana te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka ki te whakanui i ngā taonga tuku iho o ngā ao
e rua, a hikoi ki mua.
Ko te Māori me te Pākehā e mahi tahi ana mo Te Whare Wānanga o Wairaka.
V - Respect
Unitec values each partner's heritage and customs, current needs and future aspirations.
Māori and Pākehā working together within Unitec.
Page last edited: 15 April 2014
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2. An Overview of Current Digital Tools and Approaches
Survey conducted by Victor Grbic, 2014-2015
as part of research submitted for the degree of Masters of Design by Project
Virtualising the stories of Ngākau Māhaki; Mā te whare e arahi.
(Let the whare be the guide)
Research Question:
Which digital media platform will best facilitate engagement with the taonga contained in
Unitec’s wharenui, Te Ngākau Māhaki?
Research Aim:
This research aims to investigate digital tools for sharing mātauranga Māori and the taonga
associated with Te Noho Kotahitanga Marae. The digital media platform modelled in the
research seeks to support Unitec’s diverse and changing learning community, while upholding
the cultural integrity of Māori stakeholders.
Objective:
3. To create an overview of current digital tools in similar external environments (museums,
galleries, indigenous websites).
The table below surveys a variety of online environments investigated as part of the above
research. Those utilising digital tools with attributes/issues worthy of consideration for the
project have been listed below. Other environments using approaches to sharing indigenous
knowledge online that could inform the project have also been included.
Item / Digital Tool /
Site

Application /
Description

Topical attributes / Issues / Approaches

Te Papa Tongarewa

Mana Taonga
principle

Values that are intrinsically Māori are
considered by the museum in its
treatment of all content in its collections.
In particular the guardianship of taonga
Māori is shared with the traditional
owners.

Audio Guides

Downloadable for visitor’s own use,
before during or after a visit.

QR codes

Dependent on visitor’s resourcefulness:
to download 3rd Party App and have own
headphones.

Hyper-directional
loudspeakers

Require obvious visual cues of where to
stand
Sound leakage into gallery.
Other sound within the gallery still
prominent.
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Item / Digital Tool /
Site

Application /
Description

Topical attributes / Issues / Approaches

Ngā Taonga Sound &
Vision

Taonga Māori
Deposit Agreement

Whilst ownership of all deposited items
remains with the depositor, this
agreement posits a Māori worldview,
encouraging succession notes and specific
wishes to be added to the appendices.

Te Puna Mātauranga
o Aotearoa (National
Library)

Kaitiaki Policy

Items are technically on permanent loan
from whānau. Similar approaches taken
(as with Ngā Taonga and Te Papa) to
maintaining relationships with kaitiaki,
particularly by appointing specific iwi/
partner liaison personnel.

National Digital
Heritage Archive
(National Library)

Preservation
Strategy

Multiple copies (as is, modified, access
versions) kept at highest qualities and
with long-term storage goals.

Whakamīharo
Lindauer Online
(Auckland Art
Gallery)

Web gallery of high
resolution portraits

Acknowledges whakapapa of content
when accessing website.
Suggests ways of maintaining respect for
the taonga

AKL Museum
Technology Pilot

iBeacon technology

Needs more investigation as difficult to
calibrate for consistent results and signal
strengths vary, sometimes interfering
with each other.
Devices easily moved, displaced by public,
other staff.

‘The O’ (MONA)

App (eg ‘MyTours’)
provides contextual
data when user
approaches object

Content needs to be visually succinct or
more audio-based.
Provision for ‘bookmarking’ or delayed
viewing required.

on display

App needs downloading to own device.

Customised iPod
‘audio guides’.

No text given on walls, audio guides must
be used. Content delivery is consistent
(not device dependent) and easier to
update when display objects changed.

My O Tour

Allows tour to be re-visited by user once
they leave museum.
Management provided with mass data on
who sees what (and how long they stay at
a site), as well as potential re-contact
addresses.
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Item / Digital Tool /
Site

Application /
Description

Topical attributes / Issues / Approaches

He Pou Aroha
Community

Roadshow kiosks
incorporating photo

Interface for public uploading of
supplementary information or related

Cenotaph

booths and database
search facilities

items alongside a listed service member’s
online record.

Māori Maps

GIS browser
technology

‘Google maps’-type navigation around
Aotearoa, including the usual
satellite/map/hybrid viewing options and
‘zoom’ functions.

Te Reo Māori version

Swappable with English at any level of
navigation.

Te Rauata

Research archive of
high resolution
images and 3D scans
of taonga

Content shared internationally, yet Māori
values and ownership of content upheld.

Papakura Marae App

App downloaded to
marae visitor’s own
mobile device.

Contextual and historical data provided
using (AR) technology, visual recognition
software and geo-located mobile device
technology.

Mataatua Marae
‘HIKO Legends

Audiovisual material
projected onto walls

Integrates video and sound to deliver a
‘marae experience’ tourist programme in

Carved in Light’ show

of the whare

a manner acceptable to tangata whenua.

The Block: Stories
From a Meeting
Place

Website providing
contextual
information and
interviews via a 360°
virtual tour

Enhanced by panoramic photography,
night view or day view switching and film
style soundscapes

Mukurtu

Content
Management
Systems aimed at
indigenous
communities

Digital tool set free for community use
Hosted version available for fee
Customisable to suit access issues and
varying protocols of engagement.

‘Indigenous’ versions
of rights statements

Traditional rights reinforced as licensees
(those wanting to use site material) agree

and licenses

use will respect the content and the
community associated with it.
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3. Online Repository Guidelines
Online Repository Framework
Preamble:
This table and its associated guidelines are to be used by Unitec staff in consideration of the design,
development and maintenance of an online repository of content associated with the Te Noho
Kotahitanga marae.
The guidelines reflect the need to support Unitec’s diverse and changing learning community while
upholding the cultural integrity of Māori stakeholders. They are aligned with the values expressed in
the Te Noho Kotahitanga agreement and to this end, the repository partners identified within are, in
particular: Content contributors, Manawhenua, Māori staff and students, and the marae kaitiaki.
TNK Partnership

Repository Guidelines

Rangatiratanga
Accept that Māori have authority over
and responsibility for all teaching and
learning relating to the Māori dimensions
of knowledge

Responsibilities of Access (to the Repository)
•

Mahi Kotahitanga

Wakaritenga
Each partner has a legitimate right to be
here, to speak freely in either language
and to put its resources to use for the
benefit of all

Kaitiakitanga
Accept responsibility as a critical guardian
of knowledge

Ngākau Māhaki

Engage with others in a spirit of
generosity and co-operation

Value each partner’s heritage and customs, current needs and future aspirations

•
•

Ensure methods of online encounter
reflect Tikanga Måori
Uphold Conditions of Access stipulated
by contributors
Communicate ‘Taonga’ status of
content and its associated mātauranga

Responsibilities of Engagement (with
Repository Partners)
•
•
•
•

Justify partner trust and confidence in
Unitec
Work respectfully with partners to
best meet their aspirations
Maintain effective records of partner
information
Provide mechanisms for reciprocation

Responsibilities of Use
•
•
•
•

Identify and provide deliverables
suitable to partners
Ensure attribution is clear, accurate
and thorough
Ensure usage conditions are
communicated
Consult with contributors before
making changes

Responsibilities of Preservation
•
•
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Online Repository Manual
Preamble
This manual provides explanatory notes in the form of potential actions and approaches aimed
at designers and implementers of an online repository of audiovisual content associated with
the Te Noho Kotahitanga marae. Underpinning these notes is the expectation of Unitec to
maintain ongoing engagement with the repository partners - in particular: content contributors,
mana whenua, Māori staff and students, and the marae kaitiaki.
The notes within this manual therefore expand on the four key ‘Areas of Responsibility’ that
make up the Online Repository Framework. Explanations of the values expressed in the Te Noho
Kotahitanga agreement are also given.
The first, and overarching value is Ngākau Māhaki: Value each partner’s heritage and customs,
current needs and future aspirations.
Responsibilities of Access (to the Repository)
Rangatiratanga: Accept that Māori have authority over and responsibility for all teaching and
learning relating to the Māori dimensions of knowledge
Ensure methods of online encounter reflect Tikanga Måori
•

Repository partner input is crucial in considering
o how someone who has not visited Te Noho Kotahitanga marae is ‘welcomed’ in the
virtual space
o if someone has visited before - either the marae or the site - are there any practices
they should still take part in before re-entering?
o any virtual versions of traditional practice that would be required when someone
exits

Uphold Conditions of Access stipulated by contributors
•

•

•

Provide a Restricted Access section within the repository. Use this to:
- house restricted content, as stipulated by contributors
- house content generated within the whare that has no ‘contributor’ permissions
attached and therefore no clear permission to share publically.
Consider multiple login options to cover the visitor types as described below
- Allow access to all Unitec staff/students as they are assumed to have been
welcomed onto Te Noho Kotahitanga marae via orientation programmes.
- Provide access to repository contributors - and whānau – as indentified in deposit
agreements.
- Provide some kind of temporary access to non-Unitec public (manuhiri) who have
been welcomed on to the marae
- Allow temporary access to a ‘distant scholar’ who has a valid research interest AND
has engaged somehow with marae kaitiaki about this.
Provide a Public Access section within the repository. Use this to:
- House unrestricted content, as stipulated by contributors
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-

Provide links to Te Noho Kotahitanga marae-associated content freely available on
the web.

Communicate ‘Taonga’ status of the marae and its associated måtauranga
•
•
•

•

Ensure the repository, all its content and its visitors are connected to the mauri of the
marae by the use of traditional mechanisms such as karakia, mihi and karanga.
Utilise Te Reo Māori as much as possible, either as a complete alternate version of the
platform or in significant ways, by way of navigational instructions or page names.
Provide rights statements that acknowledge indigenous notions of access
- Examples have been developed by the Mukurtu CMS website host and the Digital
Public Library of America143.
Ensure contributors understand the function of the restricted access option to reflect
the conditions under which the matauranga was presented. Examples are: the material
may have been ‘put to the whare’, i.e. intended for an audience who have been
welcomed on to the marae, or a workshop being run by someone may be a means of
income they do not want to have compromised.
- Reflect the manaakitanga of the marae in both the design of the repository and all
communications.
- Communicate the necessity of being welcomed onto the marae without reducing
explanations to over-simplified statements (for example by using links to ‘what is a
powhiri’ videos and texts)
- Offer a ‘distant learner’ access protocol that requires engagement with marae
kaitiaki before permission is granted
- Encourage respect for the works inside Ngākau Māhaki, either by communications
stating so or by example (by obvious use of attribution statements for all images
and audio used on the platform)

Responsibilities of Engagement (with Repository Partners)
Mahi Kotahitanga: Engage with others in a spirit of generosity and co-operation.
Justify partner trust and confidence in Unitec.
•
•
•

•
•

•

Ensure all content and its associated mātauranga is treated as a taonga by recognising
both the tangible and intangible qualities Māori place upon such knowledge.
Utilise deposit agreements that offer legal protection and other mechanisms upholding
values such as reciprocity and succession.
Maintain an effective liaison/contact person or system at Unitec. Personnel change
often in an institution; a system is required that provides ongoing opportunities for
partners to communicate with someone about the repository.
Act with integrity, including upholding privacy and confidentiality.
Acknowledge the power relationship between Unitec and repository partners. Unitec
staff are resourced and the repository, built on the taonga repository partners have
some sense of responsibility for, are not.
Demonstrate flexibility

Work respectfully with partners to best meet their aspirations

143 http://dp.la/info/2015/10/06/whitepapers-for-establishing-international-and-interoperable-rights-statements-released/
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•
•

•

Empower those contributing to the Repository. An open door is the simplest
mechanism. Another may be to consult partners on new innovations for the platform.
Seek and maintain participatory mechanisms. One example would be to notify partners
of new listings in the repository. Another example would be to establish social
networking opportunities whereby repository partners can interact online with others
alongside and about the repository content.
Deploy a curation plan that is evident and responsive. How the repository presents
content needs to be clearly communicated to repository partners. Feedback from them,
particularly in the area of cultural appropriateness should be responded to.

Maintain effective records of partner information
•

Databases of partners inputting to the repository in the form of feedback-type
engagement or content contributions must be maintained, with information such as
o Relationships to Repository or content.
o Contact information
o Nominated representatives
o Stipulated Conditions of Access (may vary with multiple contributions)

Provide mechanisms for reciprocation
•
•
•

The highest quality copies of material should be made available to contributors.
Co-licences for use should be a default in the deposit agreements.
Benefits of access to the repository should be offered to contributors’ whānau
members, possibly via the same protocols used for ‘distance scholars’.

Responsibilities of Use (includes Distribution/Dissemination/Sharing)
Wakaritenga: Each partner has a legitimate right to be here, to speak freely in either language
and to put its resources to use for the benefit of all
Identify and provide deliverables suitable to partners
All content within the repository should reflect the highest delivery quality achievable.
Delivery format(s) should meet both the platform’s technical requirements and the
target user, who may likely be different to a standard tertiary student. Repository
partner input is crucial in this matter.
Ensure attribution is clear, accurate and thorough
•
•

The repository should demonstrate recognition of the efforts of all who contribute to
content
- Encouragement should be given, at the earliest stages, for all who participate in the
making of content to be attributed.
- Templates for credit lists should be available for video makers.
- Mechanisms within the platform should be developed to enable thorough
attribution is listed alongside content when the final product itself does not make
provision.
Usage conditions are communicated
•

Clear presentation of the rights statements within the framework is paramount; they
should not be too hard to find, they should reinforce the ‘taonga’ status of the content.
Consult with contributors before making changes
•
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Responsibilities of Preservation
Kaitiakitanga; Accept responsibility as a critical guardian of knowledge
Provide a digital preservation programme for all deposited material
An archive should be operated in parallel with the repository.
The archive should contain all repository content and its associated agreements and
contributor records.
Maintain a technically current preservation methodology
•
•

•

This would typically entail several copies being made of an item, possibly as follows:
- Original material should be preserved in unadultered form. If a physical item, betterequipped facilities such as Ngā Taonga Sound and Vision should be contacted.
- Modified Masters (eg digital copies or edited versions) that have been made to
provide material for the repository should also be preserved.
- Access copies should be made and stored separately.
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5. Participant Consent -general 11-13

Participant Consent Form
Research Project Title: Seeding the stories of Ngākau Māhaki; Mā te tohunga e arahi.
Which digital media platform will best facilitate engagement with the taonga contained in
Unitec’s wharenui, Te Ngākau Māhaki?

I have had the research project explained to me and I have read and understand the
information sheet given to me.
I understand that I don't have to be part of this research project should I choose not to
participate and may withdraw at any time prior to the completion of the research project.
I also understand that all the information gathered, either as notes, or audio recordings that I
give will be stored securely on a computer at Unitec for a period of 5 years.
I understand that my discussion with the researcher will be recorded and parts that the
researcher may use in his research document may be summarised or transcribed.
I understand that I can see the finished research document and the researcher will make this
available to me in due course.
I have had time to consider everything and I give my consent to be a part of this project.

Participant Name: …………………………………………………………………….....
Contact email ……………………………………………………… Contact ph ………………………………………
I hearby request that everything I say is confidential and none of the information I give will
identify me and that the only persons who will know what I have said will be the researcher
and his supervisor. (strike out if not required)
Participant Signature: ………………………………………………….. Date: ……………………………

Project Researcher: ……………………………………………………. Date: ……………………………
UREC REGISTRATION NUMBER: (2013-1053)
This study has been approved by the UNITEC Research Ethics Committee from (date) to (date). If
you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this research, you may
contact the Committee through the UREC Secretary (ph: 09 815-4321 ext 8551). Any issues you
raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully, and you will be informed of the outcome.

5. Participant Consent -general 11-13.doc
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6. Information Sheet for Participants -design or use 1-14

Information for participants
Research Project Title: Seeding the stories of Ngākau Māhaki; Mā te tohunga e arahi.
Which digital media platform will best facilitate engagement with the taonga contained in
Unitec’s wharenui, Te Ngākau Māhaki?
Synopsis of project
This research aims to investigate digital tools for sharing a video archive of the artists’
recollections of the works contained in Te Ngākau Māhaki, the wharenui at Unitec’s marae.
What I am doing
The research will explore current digital media platforms or digital databases in similar
environments (museums, galleries, indigenous websites).
It will also investigate by what practical form audience engagement with mātauranga Māori
is made possible through the construction of a working model of a digital media platform.
The model will seek to balance the needs of Unitec’s diverse and changing learning
community with those of Māori stakeholders.
As a supplement to the modelled digital media platform, this research aims to develop a set
of guidelines for the design of the final archive. The design should aim for the audience to
have an ethical approach to Māori knowledge whilst encouraging their engagement.
What it will mean for you
You have been identified as someone who can inform the design of the digital media
platform, and so I would appreciate your participation in an interview or focus group to
assist my investigation of the aspects listed above.
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to sign a consent form. This does not stop you
from changing your mind if you wish to withdraw from the project. However, because of my
schedule, any withdrawals must be requested within 2 weeks of your participation.
Should you request it, your name and information that may identify you will be kept
completely confidential. All information collected from you will be stored on a password
protected file and only you, myself and my supervisors will have access to this information.
Please contact me (815 4321 ext. 7823 or email vgrbic@unitec.ac.nz) if you need more
information about the project. At any time if you have any concerns about the research
project you can contact my supervisor: Dr. Josie Keelan - jkeelan@unitec.ac.nz
UREC REGISTRATION NUMBER: (2013-1053)
This study has been approved by the UNITEC Research Ethics Committee from (date) to
(date). If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this
research, you may contact the Committee through the UREC Secretary (ph: 09 815-4321 ext
8551. Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully, and you will
be informed of the outcome.

7. Information Sheet for Participants -design or use 1-14.doc
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7. Information Sheet for Participants -stakeholders 11-13

Information for participants
Research Project Title: Seeding the stories of Ngākau Māhaki; Mā te tohunga e arahi.
Which digital media platform will best facilitate engagement with the taonga contained in
Unitec’s wharenui, Te Ngākau Māhaki?
Synopsis of project
This research aims to investigate digital tools for sharing a video archive of the artists’
recollections of the works contained in Te Ngākau Māhaki, the wharenui at Unitec’s marae.
What I am doing
The research will explore current digital media platforms or digital databases in similar
environments (museums, galleries, indigenous websites).
It will also investigate by what practical form audience engagement with mātauranga Māori
is made possible through the construction of a working model of a digital media platform.
The model will seek to balance the needs of Unitec’s diverse and changing learning
community with those of Māori stakeholders.
As a supplement to the modelled digital media platform, this research aims to develop a set
of guidelines for the design of the final archive. The design should aim for the audience to
have an ethical approach to Māori knowledge whilst encouraging their engagement.

What it will mean for you
You have been identified as someone who can inform this research regarding the rights and
aspirations of Māori stakeholders, and so I would appreciate your participation in an
interview or focus group to assist my investigation of the aspects listed above.
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to sign a consent form. This does not stop you
from changing your mind if you wish to withdraw from the project. However, because of my
schedule, any withdrawals must be requested within 2 weeks of your participation.
Should you request it, your name and information that may identify you will be kept
completely confidential. All information collected from you will be stored on a password
protected file and only you, myself and my supervisors will have access to this information.
Please contact me if you need more information about the project. At any time if you have any
concerns about the research project you can contact my supervisor:
Cassandra Barnett, phone 815 4321 ext. 7173 or email cbarnett@unitec.ac.nz
UREC REGISTRATION NUMBER: (2013-1053)
This study has been approved by the UNITEC Research Ethics Committee from (date) to
(date). If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this
research, you may contact the Committee through the UREC Secretary (ph: 09 815-4321 ext
8551. Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully, and you will
be informed of the outcome.

7. Information Sheet for Participants -stakeholders 11-13.doc
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8. Talent consent form-Demo Only

Seeding the stories of Ngākau Māhaki; Mā te tohunga e arahi.
Which digital media platform will best facilitate engagement with the
taonga contained in Unitec’s wharenui, Te Ngākau Māhaki?
A Masters of Design research project
Victor Grbic researcher

Talent Release Form
Name _____________________________

Phone _________________________

__________________________________

_______________________________

Address____________________________

Email___________________________

__________________________________

_______________________________

In considering the opportunity to participate in the above-identified research project
by Victor Grbic, I give permission for the use of photographs or video recordings
taken of me to be used for the purpose of study.
I retain the right to withdraw my participation from the project and can request that
all works collected up until that point be removed from the research project.
I understand that Victor Grbic will take responsibility for the material gathered in the
making of all works by ensuring that the material is stored in a locked hard drive and
is treated with pect and cultural sensitivity.
I hereby agree and consent to appear within photographs or video recordings used
for the sole purpose of conducting or presenting the research.
I understand that I will be given an opportunity to review the final photographs or
video extracts before this is shared for research purposes.
I retain copyright and ownership of all collected works until such time as a new
agreement has been signed.
Participant Signature: ………………………….. Date: ……………………………

Project Researcher: ……………………………. Date: ……………………………
UREC REGISTRATION NUMBER: (2013-1053)
This study has been approved by the UNITEC Research Ethics Committee from (date) to (date). If you have any
complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this research, you may contact the Committee through
the UREC Secretary (ph: 09 815-4321 ext 8551. Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and
investigated fully, and you will be informed of the outcome.

8. Talent consent form-Demo Only.doc
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9. Talent consent form-General Use

Participant Consent Form
As a participant in Unitec’s ongoing project ‘Cultural mapping – sharing of iwi history and
connection to the whenua @ Unitec’, I grant Unitec Institute of Technology and its agents
and assigns permission to photograph, film, record and interview me.
I understand that Unitec will take responsibility for the material gathered in the making of all
works and that it is treated with respect.
I understand that the material could be used for Unitec’s learning and teaching purposes
(including, but not limited to their website and portfolio). I also understand that the
material may be edited, transformed or reproduced in any way, in any current or future
media (including, but not limited to, print, TV, film, digital and the internet), and may be
combined with any other works or text.
I grant permission for Unitec to use any of the collected material of me to create a multimedia work and understand that this may be publicly exhibited.
I understand that I may have access to the material collected by Unitec - in which I appear after discussion and negotiation with them.
Signed by, (print name):

Signed by, (sign name)

Date

Witnessed in the Presence of
(print full name):
Witness Signature:
Witness Address:
Occupation of Witness:

Enquiries Contact: Victor Grbic, Lecturer, Unitec, vgrbic@unitec.ac.nz, TEL 098154321 x 7823

9. Talent consent form-General Use.docx
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10. Talent dissent form-General Use

Participant Dissent Form
As a participant in the Hui ā Iwi held at Te Nohokotahitanga Marae, Unitec in June 2015, I
DO NOT grant Unitec Institute of Technology and its agents and assigns permission to
photograph, film, record and interview me.
Signed by, (print name):

Signed by, (sign name)

Date

Witnessed in the Presence of
(print full name):
Witness Signature:
Witness Address:
Occupation of Witness:

Enquiries Contact: Victor Grbic, Lecturer, Unitec, vgrbic@unitec.ac.nz, TEL 098154321 x 7823

10. Talent dissent form-General Use.docx
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11. Workshop 3 Survey
Te Rua Demonstration

Ngākau Māhaki, 23 Nov 2015

Kia ora
Please read the attached participant information sheet before completing this questionnaire.
Completion of this questionnaire will be taken as indicating your consent to participate.
1. How was the experience of using the website to engage with the content?
1
2
3
4
5
Frustrating
‘OK”
Easy
Please comment as to why you rated in this way.....please be as specific as you can

2. How was the experience of using a mobile device to engage with the whare?
1
Unhelpful

2

3
‘OK”

4

5
Enjoyable

Please comment as to why you rated in this way.....please be as specific as you can

3. Do you think the technologies experienced today support an engagement with the
mātauaranga that is appropriate to you?
1
2
3
4
5
not at all
very much so
Please comment as to why you rated in this way.....please be as specific as you can

4. Would you use this technology as part of your work (should the resources be available to do
so)? (Or support your staff/colleagues to use it in their work?)
Please comment as to why and HOW, or why not?

5. Any other comments (e.g. possible uses?; usefulness? potential issues?; specific challenges?;
future improvements?; etc)

Any later feedback comments are welcome, tēnā koe.
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